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RULES AND CALENDAR

07/22/77

SENATE BILL ACTIONS REPORT

P AGE 191

ASSOCIATION; PROVIDES FOR NEW PERMITTEES. AMENDS 550.12.
EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
04/05/77 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO COMMERCE -SJ 00069
04/18/77 SENA TE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMERCE -SJ 00169
05/02/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMERCE -SJ 00292
05/04/77 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY COMMERCE
-SJ 00325
05/13/77 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR -SJ 00386; IOEN./SIM.
HOUSE BILL SUBSTITUTED; LAID ON TABLE UNDER RULE,
IDEN./SIM./COMPARE BILL PASSED, REFER TO H 258 ICH.
77-43) -SJ 00389
S 0533 GENERAL �ILL BY TRASK AND OTHERS
UNIFORM TRAFFIC CONTROL LAW ; PROVIDES SPECIAL MAXIMUM WIDTH RESTRICTIONS
ON VEHICLES ENGAGED IN INTRASTATE TRANSPORTATION OF BALED OR ROLLED HAY
OR IMPLEMENTS OF HUSBANDRY. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/77.
04/05/77 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO TRANSPORTATION -SJ 00069
04/18/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE TRANSPORTATION
-SJ 00170
04/19/77 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR
BY TRANSPORTATION -SJ 00183
06/03/77 SENATE DIED ON CALENDAR
S 0534 GENERAL BILL BY WINN AND OTHERS (COMPARE H 02091
ELECTIONS; PROVIDES THAT CANDIDATE RECEIVING HIGHEST NUMBER VOTES IN
PRIMARY ELECTION BE DECLARE □ NOMINATED; PROVIDES FOR TIE VOTES &
ELIMINATES SECOND PRIMARY ELECTION, ETC. EFFECTIVE DATE:
UPON BECOMING LAW.
04/05/77 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY-CIVIL, RULES AND
CALENDAR -SJ 00069
04/18/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE JUDICIARY-CIVIL
-SJ 00169
05/02/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE JUDICIARY-CIVIL
-SJ 00293
05/16/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE JUDICIARY-CIVIL
-SJ 00396
05/27/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTE E JUDICIARY-CIVIL
-SJ 00553
SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY-CIVIL
G�NERAL BILL BY TRANSPORTATION (COMPARE H 2169, H 0601, H 1016, H 1020,
Ji 1071, S 0013, S 0240, S 0519, S 1382, H 0156)
MOTOR VEHICLES; GENERALLY REVISES MOTOR VEHICLE LAWS; REDEFINES
"REGISTRATION PERIOD" & "RENEWAL PERIOD"; PROVIDES AUTHORITY FOR
ADMINISTRATION OF FIN ANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY LAWS; PROVIDES FOR PHASED-IN
ISSUANCE OF ALPHANUMERIC LICENSE PLATES, ETC. AMENDS CH. 320.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 06/27/77.
04/05/77 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO TRANSPORTATION, COMMERCE,
FINANCE, TAXATION ANO CLAIMS -SJ 00069
04/08/77 SENA TE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND. SY TRANSPORTATION
04/11/77 SENA TE NOW REFERRED TO COMMERCE -SJ 00121
04/18/77 SENATE ALSO REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS -SJ 00170
04/20/77 SENATE WITHDRAW N FR01'4-- APPROPRIATIONS -SJ 00183; COMM. REPORT:
FAVORABLE WITH AMEND. BY COMMERCE; NOW REFERRED TO
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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FINANCE, TAXATION ANO CLAIMS -SJ 00182
WITHDRAWN FROM FINANCE, TAXATION AND CLAIMS -SJ 00205;
PLACED ON CALENDAR
PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR -SJ 00275; PASSED AS
l -SJ 00284
AMENDED; YEAS 36 NA YS
RECEIVED, REFERRED TO TRANSPORTATION, FINANCE AND
TAXATION, APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00415
COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND. BY TRANSPORTATION
-HJ 00640; NOW REFERRED TO FINANCE ANO TAXATION
WI THDRAWN FROM FINANCE AND TAXATION -HJ 00692; NOW
REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS; WITHDRAWN FROM
APPROPRIATIONS -HJ J0692; PLACED ON CALENDAR
READ SECOND TIME; AMENDMENTS ADOPTED -HJ 00781;
AMENDMENT PENDING
AMENDMENTS ADOPTED; READ THIRD TIME; PASSED AS AMENDED
YEAS 117 NAYS
O -HJ 01052
CONCURRED; PASSED AS FURTHER AMENDED; YEAS 26 NAYS
-SPJ 00014
SIGNED BY OFFICERS ANO PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 77-357

S 0536 GENERAL BILL BY PETERSON
COMMUNITY EDUCATION; CHANGES NAME OF FLA. COMMUNITY SCHOOL ACT OF 1970,
ITS DEFINITIONS, PURPOSE & OTHER SEGMENTS OF ACT TO PROVIDE FOR
COMMUNITY EDUCATION; PROVIDES FOR GRANTS & TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE . AMEND
228.071. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/77.
J4/05/77 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO EDUCATION -SJ 00070
04/15/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE EDUCATION
-SJ 00158
04/29/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE EDUCATION
-SJ 00276
05/16/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE EOUCATION
-SJ 00396
05/20/77 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMENO., PLACED ON CALENOAI
BY EDUCATION -SJ 00462
06/03/77 SENATE DIED ON CALENDAR
S 0537 GENERAL BILL BY CORRECTIONS, PROBATION AND PAROLE (COMPARE H 0662,
S 05481
PAROLE & PROBATION COMMISSION; AUTHORIZES SAHE TO APPOINT PUBLIC
DEFENDER TO REPRESENT INDIGENT PERSONS CHARGED WITH VIOLATIONS OF PAROLI
& TO MAKE DETERMINATION OF INSOLVENCY IN COMPLIANCE WITH EXISTING
STATUTES. CREATES 947.131. EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
04/05/77 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO CORRECTIONS, PROBATION AND
PAROLE -SJ 00070
04/11/77 SENATE COMM. REPORT: UNFAVORABLE, LAID ON TABLE UNDER RULE BY
CORRECTIONS, PROBATION AND PAROLE -SJ 00128
S 0538 GENERAL BILL BY THOMAS, P. (COMPARE H 2150, SIMILAR H 21521
RETAIL INSTALLMENT SALES; REQUIRES RETAIL INSTALLMENT SELLER Of MOTOR
VEHICLES WITH MORE THAN ONE LOCATION IN SAHE COUNTY TO PAY ONLY ONE
LICENSE FEE FOR THAT COUNTY; REPEALS APPROPRIATION OF LICENSE & OTHER
FEES COLLECTED UNDER CERTAIN ACTS, ETC. AMENDS 520.03, .32, .52 & .65.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/77.
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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SENATE
State of Florida

NINTH REGULAR SESSION
UNDER THE CONSTITUTION AS REVISED IN 1968
APRIL 5 THROUGH JUNE 3, 1977

:,

JOURNAL OF THE SENATE

282
CS for SB 130 was laid on the table.

SB 132-A bill to be entitled An act relating to judicial
treatment of juveniles; amending s. 39.11 (2) (f), Florida Stat
utes; providing that an adjudicated delinquent child ordered
to work in a specified state, county, or municipally supervised
work program is not an employee of the state, county or muni
cipality, nor is the child within the Workmen's Compensation
Law; providing an effective date.
-was read the second time by title.
The Committee on Corrections, Probation and Parole offered
the following amendment which was moved by Senator Don
Childers and adopted:

April 29, 1977

an order of limited guardianship; providing for discharge of
certain clients who have not been adjudicated incompetent; re
pealing ss. 393.01-393.045, 393.051-393.10, 393.13 (3), 402.13
Florida Statutes, relating to Sunland Centers and other resi�
dential and service facilities for retarded persons, the Medical
Research Center on Retardation, regional community centers
for the retarded, application for services, admission to residen
tial centers, the department as legal guardian of persons ad
mitted to residential facilities, protection of substitute parents
on petitioning for commitment, leave for residents, limitations
and preferences with respect to accommodations, means of
support of residential facilities, paid admissions, and transfer
of residents to the Division of Mental Health, and the Division
of Retardation; providing an effective date.
-was read the first time by title and SB 176 was laid on the
table.

Amendment 1-On page 1, lines 22 and 23, strike "the Di
vision of Youth Services counselor" and insert: a youth serv
ices counselor of the Department of Health and Rehabilitative
Services

On motion by Senator Jon Thomas, by two-thirds vote CS for
SB 176 was read the second time by title.

On motion by Senator Don Childers, by two-thirds vote SB
132 as amended was read the third time by title, passed, or
dered engrossed and then certified to the House. The vote on
passage was:

The Committee on Appropriations offered the following
Amendments which were moved by Senator Jon Thomas and
adopted:

Yeas-29
Mr. President
Chamberlin
Childers, Don
Childers, W. D.
Firestone
Glisson
Gordon
Hair

Henderson
Holloway
Johnston
Lewis
Myers
Plante
Poston
Renick

Sayler
Scarborough
Scott
Skinner
Thomas, Jon
Thomas, Pat
Tobiassen
Trask

Ware
Williamson
Wilson
Winn
Zinkil

Nays-1
MacKay
Votes after roll call:
Yeas-Gorman, Peterson and Spicola
Nays-Dunn and Graham
By the Committee on Health and Rehabilitative Services and
Senators Jon Thomas, Brantley, Vogt, Gordon, Zinkil, McClain,
Scott, Glisson, Myers, Dunn and Don ChildersCS for SB 176-A bill to be entitled An act relating to re
tarded and other developmentally disabled persons; enacting the
"Retardation Prevention and Community Services Act"; creat
ing ss. 393.061-393.069, 393.071, Florida Statutes; prescribing
programs of services for retarded and other developmentally
disabled persons; providing for the development and imple
mentation of programs of prevention and community-based
services; providing powers and duties of the Department of
Health and Rehabilitative Services; providing for transfer of
appropriations for operating retardation and developmental
disability programs between categories of appropriations within
a budget entity and between budget entities under certain con
ditions; providing for application for services, diagnostic evalu
ation, and intake; providing for individual habilitation plans and
placements; providing for types of residential care facilities;
providing for measurement of client progress; providing for
licensure of residential facilities; providing for license fees; re
quiring licensed facilities to make annual reports of costs of pro
viding care; providing for inspection and audit of residential fa
cilities; providing for a demonstration program and evaluation
study with respect to establishing a statewide family placement
program; providing for submission to the Legislature of a com
prehensive 5-year plan for the provision of services; providing
for annual reports to the Legislature; providing for the depart
ment to charge fees for services; amending s. 393.11, Florida
Statutes; providing for hearing and order for involuntary admis
sion to residential services of the department; providing for the
burden of proof with respect to such admissions; prescribing du
ties of the examining commission; providing for continuing juris
diction of the court; amending and renumbering s. 393.05, Florida
Statutes, as s. 393.115, Florida Statutes; providing for discharge
after admission to residential care; amending s. 393.12, Florida
Statutes; providing that the judge conducting competency pro
ceedings with respect to a mentally retarded person may issue

Amendment 1-On page 26, line 28, insert a new Section 6:
Section 6.
read:

Section 228.081, Florida Statutes, is amended to

228.081 Other public educational services.-The general con
trol of other public educational services shall be vested in the
state board except as provided herein. The state board shall�.
at the request of the Department of Health and Rehabilitative
Services, advise as to standards and requirements relating to
education to be met in all state schools or institutions under
their control which provide educational programs. The De
partment of Education shall � provide supervisory services
for the educational programs of all such schools or institutions.
The direct control of any of these services provided as part of
the district program of education shall rest with the school
board. These services shall be supported out of state, district,
and federal or other lawful funds depending on the require
ments of the services being supported.
(Renumber subsequent sections)
Amendment 2-On page 2, line 20 in title, after the word "in
competent;", insert: amending s. 228.081, Florida Statutes; pro
viding the State Board of Education shall provide advice and
services regarding education programs;
On motion by Senator Jon Thomas, by two-thirds vote CS
for SB 176 as amended was read the third time by title, passed,
ordered engrossed and then certified to the House. The vote on
passage was:
Yeas-36
Mr. President
Castor
Childers, Don
Childers, W. D.
Firestone
Gallen
Glisson
Gordon
Gorman

Graham
Hair
Henderson
Holloway
Lewis
MacKay
McClain
Myers
Peterson

Plante
Poston
Renick
Sayler
Scarborough
Scott
Skinner
Spicola
Thomas, Jon

Thomas, Pat
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Williamson
Wilson
Winn
Zinkil

Nays-None
Vote after roll call:
Yea-Dunn
SB 535-A bill to be entitled An act relating to motor vehi
cles; amending s. 320.01, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement;
deleting obsolete definitions; redefining "registration perio�";
defining "renewal period"; amending s. 320.0105(2) (b), Florida
Statutes; identifying renewal periods; amending s. 320.011(1),
(5), (6), Florida Statutes; providing authority for administra
tion of financial responsibility laws; amending s. 320.02(1),

April 29, 1977

JOURNAL OF THE SENATE

Florida Statutes, and adding subsection (3) to said section;
requiring notification of change of address; amending s.
320.06(1)-(5), (7), (8), Florida Statutes; deleting references
to trailer or semitrailer and book or index; providing for
phased-in issuance of alphanumeric license plates; providing
for issuance of plates for indefinite period; providing for
annual issuance of serially numbered stickers reflecting expira
tion; providing for transfer of plate and registration; conform
ing language to new definitions; providing for license plate
replacement; providing for inspection of license plates; provid
ing for expiration of registration period; authorizing operation
of vehicle during renewal period; amending s. 320.071, Florida
Statutes; providing for advance registration; amending ss.
320.0805(1)-(3), (5), (7), (8), 320.083(1), (2), (4), 320.089(1),
(2), Florida Statutes; expanding issuance of special license
plates, personalized, national guard, citizens band radio, ama
teur radio, armed forces radio, to include certain trucks and
recreational vehicles; amending s. 320.0815, Florida Statutes;
providing for proper display of mobile home and recreational
vehicle license plates; amending s. 320.13(2), Florida Statutes,
1976 Supplement, providing for replacement of lost dealer tags;
amending ss. 320.2'7(3), (5), (10), 320.271, 320.28, Florida Stat
utes; providing for additional information in motor vehicle
dealer application, including criminal record check; requiring
bond for new and used motor vehicle dealers; increasing bond
for such dealers; amending s. 320.60(1), (3), (4), Florida
Statutes; expanding "factory branch" and "factory representa
tive" definitions; amending s. 320.71, Florida Statutes; pro
viding for nonresident mobile home or recreational vehicle
dealer's license; amending s. 320.72, Florida Statutes, and
repealing subsections (1)-(4) and (6)(d) of said section; pro
viding for issuance of specially selected tag numbers; amending
s. 320.77(3), (5), (11), Florida •Statutes; requiring additional
information on mobile home and recreational vehicle dealer
license applications; providing for bond to be in favor of retail
customer; increasing fee for supplemental and change of loca
tion applications; increasing bond for recreational vehicle dealer
with supplemental licenses; amending s. 320.822, Florida Stat
utes, 1976 Supplement; redefining "code", "setup", and "sup
plier"; defining "licensee" and "institute" in mobile home man
ufacturer licensing provisions; amending s. 320.8225, Florida
Statutes; expanding mobile home manufacturer's license and
application requirements; requiring submission of surety bond
in favor of retail customer; providing additional grounds for
denial of a mobile home manufacturer's license; providing for
reinstatement of revoked or suspended manufacturer's license;
authorizing departmental powers; amending ss. 320.823, 320.8231, Florida Statutes; establishing standards for single family
or duplex mobile homes or recreational vehicles manufactured
in or out of state; creating s. 320.8232, Florida Statutes; pro
viding for a Used Mobile Home Code; providing for the depart
ment to establish standards; amending s. 320.824, Florida
Statutes; expanding departmental rule-making power; amend
ing s. 320.8245(1), (2), (4)(a), Florida Statutes; limiting
modifications or alterations to recreational vehicles; amending
s. 320.8255(1), Florida Statutes; authorizing recreational vehi
cle inspection; amending s. 320.827, Florida Statutes; requiring
seal or label on new or used mobile home or recreational vehi
cle sold by a dealer; amending s. 320.831, Florida Statutes;
providing penalties for violations of mobile home manufac
turer's licensing provisions; amending s. 320.835, Florida Stat
utes; providing warranties for recreational vehicles; extending
manufacturer's warranties on mobile homes; amending ss. 320.05, 320.061, Florida Statutes; amending s. 320.065(2), (3), 1976
Supplement; amending ss. 320.07(1), (3), 320.0806(2), 320.081(1), (2), 320.084(2), 320.0841(1), 320.10(2), 320.30, 320.39(1),
(3Y, 320.58, 320.864, Florida Statutes; clarifying provisions or
deleting obsolete or redundant material; adding s. 325.19(8),
Florida Statutes; providing for license plate inspection; repeal
ing s. 320.085, Florida Statutes; relating to special tags for
autorama automobiles; repealing s. 320.14(5), Florida Statutes;
relating to implementing staggered renewal terms; repealing
s. 320.272, Florida Statutes; relating to Sunday and holiday
closing for certain motor vehicle dealers; repealing s. 320.29,
Florida Statutes; relating to delivery of motor vehicle titles
by dealers; repealing s. 320.74, Florida Statutes; relating to
surrender of "for hire" license plates; repealing s. 320.821,
Florida Statutes; the short title; repealing s. 320.8235, Florida
Statutes; relating to application of certain code to mobile
homes; repealing s. 320.825, Florida Statutes; relating to
notice and hearing on mobile home or recreational vehicle
standards; repealing s. 320.826, Florida Statutes; requiring a
manufacturer or dealer applying for a license to certify that
he will comply with the code; repealing s. 320.828, Florida
Statutes, relating to issuance of seals; repealing ss. 320.85320.860, 320.863, Florida Statutes; relating to duplicate provi-
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sions regarding mobile home manufacturers' licensing; pro
viding an effective date.
-was read the second time by title.
The Committee on Transportation offered the following
amendment which was moved by Senator Myers:
Amendment 1-0n page 16, strike all of line 27 through and
including line 31 and on page 17, strike all of line 1 through
and including line 19 and insert: (b) Registration license plates
bearing the alphanumeric system of identification shall be
issued for an indefinite period 4 � � beginning July
1, 1977, only to owners of new or used motor vehicles not in

possession of a valid license plate and for the replacement li
cense plates provided for in sections 320.06(5)(a), 320.06(7),
and 325.19 fHlft e&efl eeneeeutive fffiH"th ;,e&f' �et', Begin
ning July 1, 1979, alphanumeric license plates shall be issued
to every owner of a motor vehicle not possessing an alpha,.
numeric license plate, according to the schedule provided in
paragraph (c). Full implementation of the alphanumeric sys
tem shall be completed by June 30, 1980. With each license

plate, a validation sticker reflecting the owner's birth month,

or appropriate renewal period if a nonnatural person is the
owner, and a serially numbered validation sticker reflecting the

year of expiration, as � as a � Pefleeting the �
--. shall be issued in accordance with the following schedule.
Such license plate, and validation stickers, Fevaliaatien etielEeP;
QM -nty fffH!l.e s-tiel.et' shall be issued � thPeY�eut the
�. based on the applicant's appropriate renewal period m&fttft
ef eli'th. The registration period shall
Senator Myers moved the following amendment to Amend
ment 1 which was adopted:
Amendment IA-On page 1, strike all of line 1 and insert:
(b) Registration license plates bearing a graphic symbol and
the alphanumeric
The Committee on Transportation offered the following
amendment to Amendment 1 which was moved by Senator
Myers and adopted:
Amendment lB--On page 1, line 1, strike after the word
"plates" line 1 and all of line 2 to the word "issued" and
insert: bearing a graphic symbol and the alphanumeric sys
tem of identification shall be
Amendment 1 as amended was adopted.
The Committee on Transportation offered the following
amendments which were moved by Senator Myers and adopted:
Amendment 2--0n page 67, strike all of line 28 and insert:
Section 44. This act shall take effect immediately upon becom
ing law.
Amendment 3-0n page 40, strike all of line 10 through and
including line 11 and insert: Applicant shall pay $10 for each
additional location. � ef!e HeeMea ���at the
0fm½e � &E BliEHness.
Amendment 4-0n page 53, strike all of line 6 and insert:
recreational vehicles or converts van type vehicles in such
manner that they then qualify as a recreational vehicle, for
sale in Florida. lhwe•leP, # �
The Committee on Commerce offered the following amend
ment which was moved by Senator Myers and adopted:
Amendment 5-0n page 67, between lines 22 and 23 insert
the following and renumber subsequent sections:
Section 43. Subsection (4) is added to section 325.14,
Florida Statutes, to read:
325.14 Inspection certificate required for sold vehicles.(4) A motor vehicle held by a dealer in inventory for sale
or resale may be moved from the 3ite from which purchased
by the dealer to the dealer's place of business and then to a
motor vehicle inspection station for inspection purposes with
out a current approved certificate. The dealer shall have 15
days after the acquisition of such vehicle to obtain a current
approved certificate. No motor vehicle shall be demonstrated
for sale which vehicle does not display a current approved cer
tificate.
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Senator Gorman moved the following amendment which was
adopted:
Amendment 6-On page 39, line 17-27, strike all underlined
language.
The Committee on Commerce offered the following title
amendment which was moved by Senator Myers and adopted:
Amendment 7-On page 4, line 15, insert after the semi
colon: adding subsection ( 4) to s. 325.14, Florida Statutes,
allowing dealers 15 days to obtain inspection stickers on ve
hicles held in inventory;
Senator Wilson moved the following amendment which
failed:
Amendment 8-On page 23, lines 1 and 2, strike "and the
name of the county in which it is sold" and insert: and Sun
shine State at the bottom.
On motion by Senator Myers, by two-thirds vote SB 535 as
amended was read the third time by title, passed, ordered en
grossed and then certified to the House. The vote on passage
was:
Yeas-36
Mr. President
Castor
Chamberlin
Childers, Don
Childers, W. D.
Dunn
Firestone
Gallen
Glisson

Gordon
Gorman
Graham
Henderson
Johnston
Lewis
MacKay
McClain
Myers

Peterson
Plante
Poston
Renick
Sayler
Scarborough
Scott
Skinner
Spicola

Thomas,Jon
Thomas, Pat
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Williamson
Winn
Zinkil

Nays-1
Wilson
Votes after roll call:
Yeas-Hair and Holloway
By the Committee on Education and Senators Peterson, Vogt,
Plante, MacKay, Lewis and DunnCS for SB 319-A bill to be entitled An act relating to educa
tion; providing legislative intent; amending s. 229.053(1), Flor
ida Statutes; providing for general powers of the state board;
amending s. 230.03, Florida Statutes; providing for control,
operation and supervision of the public schools; amending s.
228.041(10), (13), Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement; providing
specific definitions; amending s. 228.051, Florida Statutes; pro
viding for the organization and support of free public schools;
amending s. 228.195(3), Florida Statutes; providing for school
food and nutrition programs; amending s. 229.831(1), Florida
Statutes; providing legislative intent with respect to testing
children for determination of exceptionality; amending s. 230.03(4), Florida Statutes; providing for responsibility of princi
pals and heads of schools; amending s. 230.23(3), (4), Florida
Statutes, 1976 Supplement; providing for adoption of school
programs and operation of schools; amending s. 230.2313, Florida
Statutes, 1976 Supplement; providing for student services pro
grams; amending s. 230.33(12)(a), (c), Florida Statutes, 1976
Supplement; providing duties of superintendents with respect to
finance; amending ss. 231.06, 231.07, Florida Statutes; providing
penalties for assaults upon and insulting school personnel;
amending s. 231.09, Florida Statutes; prescribing duties of in
structional personnel; amending s. 231.29(2), Florida Statutes;
providing for an evaluation of personnel; amending s. 231.36(4),
(6), Florida Statutes; deleting provisions authorizing appeal of
decisions relating to employee disputes to the Commissioner of
Education; amending s. 231.39(2), Florida Statutes; providing
for employee leaves of absence; amending s. 231.40, Florida
Statutes, 1976 Supplement; providing for employee sick leave;
providing for employee absences without leave; amending s.
231.48, Florida Statutes; providing for absences of other person
nel; amending s. 233.061, Florida Statutes; providing for school
curriculum; amending s. 236.02(3), Florida Statutes, 1976 Sup
plement; providing requirements for school district employment
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policies for participation in the Florida Education Finance Pro
gram; amending s. 237.091(1), Florida Statutes; prescribing
time when school boards are required to levy taxes; amending
s. 237.101, Florida Statutes; deleting provision relating to mak
ing the Department of Education a party to suits seeking relief
which would require changes in the school budget; repealing s.
228.041(14), (21), (22), Florida Statutes, as amended by chapter
76-236, Laws of Florida, relating to definitions under the Florida
School Code; deleting the definitions of "school month", "year
of service", and "school lunch personnel"; repealing ss. 229.065
229.0651, Florida Statutes, relating to school bond issues issued
in certain earlier bienniums; repealing s. 229.514, Florida
Statutes, relating to authority of Commissioner of Education
to reallocate duties and functions assigned to the Department
of Education; repealing ss. 229.542-229.545, Florida Statutes, the
"Florida Educational Leadership Training Act of 1969"; repeal
ing s. 229.801, Florida Statutes, relating to the development of
flexible staff operations for public schools by the Department
of Education; repealing s. 229.8025, Florida Statutes, relating
to the pilot program for an extended school year; repealing s.
229.806, Florida Statutes, relating to advertising and promoting
the advantages of teaching in this state; repealing s. 229.821
Florida Statutes, relating to surety bonds or insurance to indem�
nify students on closing of certain private schools; repealing s.
229.840, Florida Statutes, relating to allocation for career educa
tion; repealing s. 230.17, Florida Statutes, relating to school
board meeting place; repealing s. 230.29, Florida Statutes, relat
ing to the location of the superintendent's office; repealing s.
230.232 (2)-(7), Florida Statutes, relating to certain powers
and duties of school boards with respect to pupil assignment;
repealing s. 230.65, Florida Statutes, relating to state and dis
trict financial support of area vocational-technical centers; re
pealing s. 230.651, Florida Statutes, relating to allocation of
vocational education construction funds; repealing s. 230.67,
Florida Statutes, as amended by chapter 76-90, Laws of Florida,
relating to job placement and follow-up services; repealing ss.
230.7661, 230.767(2), (4) (b), Florida Statutes, relating to deter
mining the community college allocations for transportation and
the apportionment to community colleges for transportation;
repealing ss. 231.03, 231.031, Florida Statutes, relating to mini
mum and maximum ages for instructional personnel; repealing
s. 231.3505, Florida Statutes, relating to employment of directors
of vocational education in district schools and community col
leges; repealing s. 231.46, Florida Statutes, relating to forms
for employee absences; repealing s. 231.607(2), Florida Statutes,
relating to computation of allocations for administration and
staffing of teacher education centers; repealing s. 232.255, Flor
ida Statutes, the "Safe Schools Act of 1973", relating to the
school safety fund; repealing s. 233.055, Florida Statutes, relat
ing to the remedial reading education plan; repealing s. 233.057,
Florida Statutes, relating to the developmental reading and
language arts program; repealing ss. 233.064, 233.0641, Florida
Statutes, relating to the Americanism vs. Communism course and
the free enterprise and consumer education program; repealing s.
233.066, Florida Statutes, relating to counseling services for
elementary and secondary students; repealing s. 233.0681, Florida
Statutes, relating to occupational specialists; repealing ss. 236.085, 236.086, Florida Statutes, relating to allocations for oc
cupational and placement specialists and elementary school
counselors; transferring and renumbering s. 233.0671, Florida
Statutes, relating to courses of study in care of nursing home
patients, as s. 230.7751, Florida Statutes; effective July 1, 1979,
repealing portions of chapter 230, Florida Statutes, relating to
the district school system, kindergarten through grade twelve,
all of chapter 231, Florida Statutes, relating to personnel of the
school system, and all of chapter 233, Florida Statutes, relating
to courses of study and instructional aids; providing an effective
date.
-was read the first time by title and SB 319 was laid on the
table.
On motion by Senator Peterson, by two-thirds vote CS for SB
319 was read the second time by title.
Senator Firestone moved the following amendment:
Amendment I-On page 38, strike all of lines 3-27 and
insert: Section 25. The commissioner of Education is directed
to study the Florida School Laws and prepare a proposal for
such revision and repare as may be appropriate and necessary.
This proposal shall be presented to the legislature for its con
sideration by January 20, 1978.
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of land acquired under chapter 375, Florida Statutes, to state
agencies or political s�bdivisions o_f the st'.'-t� from the !e
quirement of public notice and hearing; proV1ding an effective
date.
-was read the second time by title.
offered the following amendNeal. and
, .. Representatives
.
.. . Becker
.
ment:
Amendment 1-Strike the Enacting Clause
Mr. Neal moved the adoption of the amendment. Mr. Hodges
moved to lay the amendment on the table. Pending consideration
thereof, Mr. Hodges withdrew the motion to Jay, and without
objection, the amendment was withdrawn.
Under Rule 8.19, the bill was referred to the Engrossing
Clerk.
---:)
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�mending s .. 320.831, Florida Statutes; providing penalties for
violations of mobile home manufacturer's licensing provisions;
amending s. 320.835, Florida Statutes; providing warranties for
recreational vehicles; extending manufacturer's warranties on
mobile homes; amending ss. 320.05, 320.061, Florida Statutes;
amending s. 320.065(2), (3), 1976 Supplement; amending ss.
320,07(1), (3), 320.0806(2), 320.081(1), (2), 320.084(2), 320.0841(1), 320.10(2), 320.30, 320.39(1), (3), 320.58, 320.864, Florida
Statutes; clarifying provisions or deleting obsolete or redundant
material; adding s. 325.19(8), Florida Statutes; adding subsec
days to obtain inspection stickers on vehicles held in inventory;
tion (4) to s. 325.14, Florida Statutes, allowing dealers 15
providing for license plate inspection; repealing s. 320.085, Flor
ida Statutes; relating to special tags for autorama automo
biles; repealing s. 320.14(5), Florida Statutes; relating to im
plementing staggered renewal terms; repealing s. 320.272, Flor
ida Statutes; relating to Sunday and holiday closing for certain
motor vehicle dealers; repealing s. 320.29, Florida Statutes;
relating to delivery of motor vehicle titles by dealers; repeal
ing s. 320.74, Florida Statutes; relating to surrender of "for
hire" license plates; repealing s. 320.821, Florida Statutes; the
short title; repealing s. 320.8235, Florida Statutes; relating to
application of certain code to mobile homes; repealing s. 320.825, Florida Statutes; relating to notice and hearing on mobile
home or recreational vehicle standards; repealing s. 320.826,
Florida Statutes; requiring a manufacturer or dealer applying
for a license to . certify that he will comply with the code; re
pealing s. 320.828, Florida Statutes, relating to issuance of
seals; repealing ss. 320.85-320.860, 320.863, Florida Statutes;
relating to duplicate provisions regarding mobile home manu
facturers' licensing; providing an effective date.

SB 535-A bill to be entitled An act relating to motor ve
hicles· amending s. 320.01, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement;
deleti�g obsolete definitions; redefining "registration perio�";
defining "renewal period"; amending s. 320.0105(2)(b), Florida
Statutes; identifying renewal per!ods; amen_ding s. 320.01_1(1),
(5) (6), Florida Statutes; providing authorit): for adm1mstra
tion of financial responsibility laws; amending s. 320.02(1),
Florida Statutes, and adding subsection (3) to said section; re
quiring notification of change of address; amending s. 320.06(1)-(5), (7), (8), Florida Statutes; deleting references to
trailer or semitrailer and book or index; providing for phased
in issuance of alphanumeric license plates; providing for is
-was read the second time by title.
suance of plates for indefinite period; providing for annual is
suance of serially numbered stickers reflecting expiration; pro
viding for transfer of plate and registration; conforming lang
The Committee on Transportation offered the following
uage to new definitions; providing for license plate replace amendment:
ment; providing for inspection of license plates; providing for
expiration of registration period; authorizing operation of
Amendment 1-0n page 12, line 24, insert: (28) "Director''
vehicle during renewal period; amending s. 320.071, Florida means the "Director" of the Division of Motor Vehicles of the
Statutes; providing for advance registration; amending ss. Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles.
320.0805(1)-(3), (5), (7), (8), 320.083(1), (2), (4), 320.089(1),
(2), Florida Statutes; expanding issuance of special license
Mr. Jones moved the adoption of the amendment, which
plates, personalized, national guard, citizens band radio, ama was adopted.
teur radio, armed forces radio, to include certain trucks and
recreational vehicles; amending s. 320.0815, Florida Statutes;
The Committee on Transportation offered the following amend
providing for proper display of mobile home and recreational
vehicle license plates; amending s. 320.13(2), Florida Statutes, ment:
1976 Supplement, providing for replacement of lost dealer tags;
Amendment 2-0n page 13, strike lines 5 and 6 and insert:
amending ss. 320.27(3), (5), (10), 320.271, 320.28, Florida Stat
utes; providing for additional information in motor vehicle Section 3. Subsections (1), (5) and (6) are amended and
subsection
(7) is added to s. 320.011, Florida Statutes, to read:
dealer application, including criminal record check; requiring
bond for new and used motor vehicle dealers; increasing bond and,
for such dealers; amending s. 320.60(1), (3), (4), Florida Stat
utes; expanding "factory branch" and "factory representative" on page 13, line 25 insert: (7) Wherever in chapter 320 the
definitions; amending s. 320.71, Florida Statutes; providing for Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles is author
nonresident mobile home or recreational vehicle dealer's license; ized or directed to conduct hearings, the Director of the
amending s. 320,72, Florida Statutes, and repealing subsections Division of Motor Vehicles in the department shall conduct said
(1)-(4) and (6).(d) of said section; providing for issuance of hearings and shall be the hearing officer.
specially selected tag numbers; amending s. 320.77(3), (5). (11),
Mr. Jones moved the adoption of the amendment, which
Florida Statutes; requiring additional information on mobile
home and recreational vehicle dealer license applications; pro was adopted.
viding for bond to be in favor of retail customer; increasing
fee for supplemental and change of location applications; in
The Committee on Transportation offered the following
creasing bond for recreational vehicle dealer with supplemental amendment:
licenses; amending s, 320.822, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supple
ment; redefining "code", "setup", and "supplier"; defining "li
Amendment 3-0n page 41, line 8, insert: Section 23. Section
censee" and "institute" in mobile home manufacturer licensing 320.274, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
provisions; amending s. 320,8225, Florida Statutes; expanding
mobile home manufacturer's license and application require
320.274 Hearing procedure, dealers' licenses.ments; requiring submission of surety bond in favor of retail
customer; providing additional grounds for denial of a mobile
(1) In the event that the department shall conduct any hear
home manufacturer's license; providing for reinstatement of ing pursuant to the provisions of ss. 320.27-320.274, the hearing
revoked or suspended manufacturer's license; authorizing de or hearings shall be conducted pursuant to chapter 120, the
partmental powers; amending ss. 320.823, 320.8231, Florida Stat Administrative Procedure Act, and the t!ep1utrneRt director of
utes; establishing standards for single family or duplex mobile the Division of Motor Vehicles of the Department of Highway
homes or recreational vehicles manufactured in or out of state; _Safety and Motor Vehicles shall have the power to conduct
creating s. 320.8232, Florida Statutes; providing for a Used such hearings pursuaRt te that &et. , notwithstanding the
Mobile Home Code; providing for the department to establish provisions of s. 120.57(1)(a), and the director shall thereupon
standards; amending s. 320.824, Florida Statutes; expanding malce his rulings and orders which shall constitute final agency
departmental rule-making power; amending s. 320.8245(1), (2), action. The liepa1·tment Director of the Division of Motor
(4)(a), Florida Statutes; limiting modifications or alterations Vehicles shall have further power in hearings arising under
to recreational vehicles; amending s. 320.8255(1), Florida Stat this law to:
utes; authorizing recreational vehicle inspection; amending s.
320.827, Florida Statutes; requiring seal or label on new or
(a) Determine the place in the state where the hearings shall
used mobile home or recreational vehicle sold by a dealer; be held;
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(b) Issue subpoenas for the attendance of witnesses and
the production of documentary evidence;
(c) Take depositions of witnesses residing within or without
the state in the manner provided for in civil actions in circuit
courts of this state; and
(d) Pay such witnesses the fees and mileage for their at
tendance as is provided for witnesses in civil actions in circuit
courts in this state.
(2) Whenever a hearing is held by the El.efl1U·tmeRt director
or by a hearing examiner, the same shall be recorded. When
a hearing is held by a hearing examiner, he shall report his
findings in writing to the El.eflBPtmeRt director, � who
shall thereupon make tts his rulings and orders. Any information
obtained from a hearing may not be used against a licensee
as a basis for criminal prosecution under the laws of this state.
Renumber subsequent sections
Mr. Jones moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
The Committee on Transportation offered the following
amendment:
Amendment 4-On page 43, line 23, strike all of Section 26.
and insert: Section 26. Section 320.58, Florida Statutes, is
amended to read:
(Substantial rewording of section. See s. 320.58, F.S., for
present text.)
320.58 License inspectors; powers, appointment.-The de
partment shall appoint as many license inspectors and super
visors as it deems necessary to enforce the provisions of chapters
319, 320, 322, 324, and 330. In order to enforce the provisions
of the aforesaid Jaws of the state, the inspectors are empowered
to issue uniform traffic citations to persons found in violation
thereof. The department is further empowered to delegate such
authority to persons acting as its agents for the purpose of en
forcing the registration provisions of chapter 320. The failure
or refusal of any person to surrender his driver's license, regis
tration certificate, and license plate upon lawful demand of an
inspector or investigator shall be guilty of a misdemeanor of
the second degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s.
775.083, or s. 775.084. The aforesaid persons appointed by the
department shall not be considered for membership in the state's
high risk retirement program.
Mr. Jones moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
The Committee on Transportation offered the following
amendment:
5-On page 45, line 16, insert: Section 28. Sec
tion 320.665, F.S., is amended to read:
Amendment

320.665 Hearing procedures relating to licensing of manu
facturers, distributors, etc.(1) In the event the department shall conduct any hearing
pursuant to the provisions of ss. 320.60 - 320.70, the hearing
shall be conducted pursuant to chapter 120, the Administrative
Procedure Act, and the d�ne<H; Director of the Division of
Motor Vehicles of the Department of Highway Safety and
Motor Vehicles shall have the power to conduct such hearings
pupouaRt te that eel;, , notwithstanding the provisions of s.
1£0.57 (1) (a), and the director shall thereupon make his
rulings and orders which shall constitute final agency action.
The tleflBPtmeat director shall have the further power in hear
ings arising under ss. 320.60 - 320.70 to:
(a)
held;

Determine the place in the state where they shall be

(b) Issue subpoenas for the attendance of witnesses and
for the production of documentary evidence;
(c) Take depositions of witnesses residing within or with
out the state, in the manner provided for in civil actions in
Circuit Courts of this state; and
(d) Pay such witnesses such fees and mileage for their at
tendance as is provided for witnesses in civil actions in Circuit
Courts of this state.
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(2) Whenever such a hearing is held by the El.eflel'tmeRt
Director of the Division of Motor Vehicles of the Department
of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles or a hearing examiner
the same shall be recorded; and when a hearing is held by �
hearing examiner, he shall report his findings in writing to the
tlepaPtmeRt director, � who shall thereupon make tto his
rulings and orders. Any information obtained from a hearing
may not be used against such licensee as the basis for a criminal
prosecution under the Jaws of this state. Renumber subsequent
sections
Mr. Jones moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.
The Committee on Transportation offered the following
amendment:
Amendment 6-On page 67, strike Jines 15 through 24 and
insert: vehicles; exemption.(4) Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to require
a valid current inspection certificate for any motor vehicle
owned by a motor vehicle dealer licensed under s. 320.27 and
displaying a dealer tag thereon as authorized by s. 320.13
(l)(a).
Mr. Jones moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.
The Committee on Transportation offered the following
amendment:
Amendment 7-On page 67, line 31, insert: ; except section
21 which shall take effect January 1, 1978.
Mr. Jones moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.
The Committee on Transportation offered the following
amendment:
Amendment 8-On page 40, line 9, strike $25,000 and insert:
$5,000
Mr. Jones moved the adoption of the amendment. Pending
consideration thereof, without objection, further consideration
of SB 535 was temporarily deferred.
Without objection, the rules were waived and the House
reverted to the order of-

Messages from the Senate
The Honorable Donald L. Tucker, Speaker
I am directed to inform the House of Representatives that
the Senate has accepted the Conference Committee Report as
an entirety and passed CS for SB 563 as amended by the Con
ference Committee Report.
Joe Brown, Secretary

Conference Committee Report on CS for SB 563
On motion by Mr. Kershaw, the House took up the following
Report of the Conference Committee on CS for SB 563.
The Honorable Lew Brantley
President of the Senate

May 24, 1977

The Honorable Donald L. Tucker
Speaker, House of Representatives
Sirs:
Your Conference Committee on the disagreeing votes of the two
Houses on Committee Substitute for Senate Bill 563, same
being:
A bill to be entitled An act relating to elections; amending and
revising various provisions of chapters 97, 98, 99, 100, 101,
102, 103, 104, 105, and 106, Florida Statutes; prescribing regu
lations relating to the registration and qualifications of elec
tors; prescribing the powers and duties of elections officials
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ance with its rules, shall permit adversary interests to pre
sent their views and, within thirty days from the filing of the
petition, shall enter its judgment.
(d) EFFECT OF JUDGMENT IN APPORTIONMENT;
EXTRAORDINARY APPORTIONMENT SESSION. A judg
ment of the supreme court of the state determining the appor
tionment to be valid shall be binding upon all the citizens of
the state. Should the supreme court determine that the appor
tionment made by the legislature is invalid, the governor by
proclamation shall reconvene the legislature within five days
thereafter in extraordinary apportionment session which shall
not exceed fifteen days, during which the legislature shall adopt
a joint resolution of apportionment conforming to the judg
ment of the supreme court.
(e) EXTRAORDINARY APPORTIONMENT SESSION;
REVIEW OF APPORTIONMENT. Within fifteen days after
the adjournment of an extraordinary apportionment session,
the attorney general shall file a petition in the supreme court
of the state setting forth the apportionment resolution adopted
by the legislature, or if none has been adopted reporting that
fact to the court. Consideration of the validity of a joint reso
lution of apportionment shall be had as provided for in cases
of such joint resolution adopted at a regular or special appor
tionment session.
(f) JUDICIAL REAPPORTIONMENT. Should an extra
ordinary apportionment session fail to adopt a resolution of ap
portionment or should the supreme court determine that the
apportionment made is invalid, the court shall, not later than
sixty days after receiving the petition of the attorney general,
file with the secretary of state an order making such appor
tionment.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that in accordance with the
requirements of section 101.161, Florida Statutes, the substance
of the amendment proposed herein shall appear on the ballot
as follows:
Proposing an amendment to Section 16 of Article III of the
State Constitution requiring single-member contiguous legis
lative territories; requiring candidates for election to the Legis
lature to be bona fide electors and residents of the districts in
which they seek to be elected; and providing that when the
special apportionment session convened by the Governor ad
journs without adopting a joint resolution of apportionment
the Legislature may reconvene itself in additional special ap
portionment session before the Attorney General petitions the
Supreme Court to apportion the state.
-was read the third time. Pending consideration thereof,
Mr. Hill moved the previous question on the joint resolution,
which was agreed to.
The question recurred on the passage of HJR 355. The vote
was:
Yeas-87
Adams
Allen
Batchelor
Black
Boyd
Burrall
Carlton
Cassens
Cherry
Conway
Cox
Craig
Crawford
Crenshaw
Culbreath
Danson
Dixon
Dyer
Eckhart
Evans
Ewing
Fechtel

Forbes
Foster
Fox
Gallagher
Girardeau
Grizzle
Gustafson
Haben
Hagler
Hattaway
Hawkins
Hazelton
Hazouri
Healey
Hector
Hieber
Hill
Hodges
Hollingsworth
James
Kershaw
Kirkwood

Kiser
Langley
Lehman
Lewis,J. W.
Lewis, T.
Lockward
Malloy
Mann
Maxwell
McCall
McDonald
McKnight
McPherson
Mica
Mixson
Moore,R.
Moore, T.
Morgan
Neal
Nelson
Nuckolls
Ogden

O'Malley
Pajcic
Patchett
Poindexter
Poole
Tieady
Redman
Richard
Richmond
Rish
Robinson
Sample
Sheldon
Smith
Steinberg
Taylor
Thompson
Warner
Williams
Woodruff
Young
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Nays-29
The Chair
Andrews
Barrett
Becker
Bell
Blackbum
Bloom
Brown

Burnsed
Considine
Davis
Easley
Fontana
Frank
Fulford
Gordon

Hodes
Hutto
Jennings
Jones
Kutun
Margolis
Martin
Melvin

Moffitt
Patterson
Ryals
Sadowski
Ward

Votes after roll call:
Yeas-Gersten, Grosse
So the joint resolution passed, as amended, by the required
Constitutional three-fifths vote of the membership and was
immediately certified to the Senate after engrossment.
On motion by Mr. Jones, the rules were waived and the House
advanced to the order of-

Unfinished Business
SB 535-A bill to be entitled An act relating to motor ve
hicles; amending s. 320.01, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement;
deleting obsolete definitions; redefining "registration period";
defining "renewal period"; amending s. 320.0105(2)(b), Flor
ida Statutes; identifying renewal periods; amending s. 320.011
(1), (5), (6), Florida Statutes; providing authority for admin
istration of financial responsibilty laws; amending s. 320.02(1),
Florida Statutes, and adding subsection (3) to said section; re
quiring notification of change of address; amending s. 320.06
(1)-(5), (7), (8), Florida Statutes; deleting references to
trailer or semitrailer and book or index; providing for phased
in issuance of alphanumeric license plates; providing for is
suance of plates for indefinite period; providing for annual
issuance of �erially numbered stickers reflecting expiration;
providing for transfer of plate and registration; conforming
language to new definitions; providing for license plate replace
ment; providing for inspection of license plates; providing for
expiration of registration period; authorizing operation of ve
hicle during renewal period; amending s. 320.071, Florida
Statutes; providing for advance registration; amending ss.
320.0805(1)-(3), (5), (7), (8), 320.083(1), (2), (4), 320.089(1),
(2), Florida Statutes; expanding issuance of special license
plates, personalized, national guard, citizens band radio, ama
teur radio, armed forces radio, to include certain trucks and
recreational vehicles; amending s. 320.0815, Florida Statutes;
providing for proper display of mobile home and recreational
vehicle license plates; amending s. 320.13(2), Florida Statutes,
1976 Supplement, providing for replacement of lost dealer
tags; amending ss. 320.27(3), (5), (10), 320.271, 320.28, Flor
ida Statutes; providing for additional information in motor
vehicle dealer application, including criminal record check;
requiring bond for new and used motor vehicle dealers; in
creasing bond for such dealers; amending s. 320.60(1), (3),
(4), Florida Statutes; expanding "factory branch" and "factory
representative" definitions; amending s. 320.71, Florida Stat
utes; providing for nonresident mobile home or recreational ve
hicle dealer's license; amending s. 320.72, Florida Statutes, and
repealing subsections (1)-(4) and (6)(d) of said section; pro
viding for i�suance of specially selected tag numbers; amending
s. 320.77(3), (5), (11), Florida Statutes; requiring additional
information on mobile home and recreational vehicle dealer li
cense applications; providing for bond to be in favor of retail
customer; increasing fee for supplemental and change of lo
cation applications; increasing bond for recreational vehicle
dealer with supplemental licenses; amending s. 320.822, Flor
ida Statutes, 1976 Supplement; redefining "code", "setup", and
"supplier"; defining "licensee" and "institute" in mobile home
manufacturer licensing provisions; amending s. 320.8225, Flor
ida Statutes; expanding mobile home manufacturer's license and
application requirements; requiring submission of surety bond
in favor of retail customer; providing additional grounds for
denial of a mobile home manufacturer's license; providing for
reinstatement of revoked or suspended manufacturer's license;
authorizing departmental powers; amending ss. 320.823, 320.8231, Florida Statutes; establishing standards for single family
or duplex mobile homes or recreational vehicles manufactured
in or out of state; creating s. 320.8232, Florida Statutes; pro
viding for a Used Mobile Home Code; providing for the de
partment to establi5h standards; amending s. 320.824, Florida
Statutes; expanding departmental rule-making power; amend
ing s. 320.8245(1), (2), (4)(a), Florida Statutes; limiting mod-
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ifications or alterations to recreational vehicles; amending s.
320.8255(1), Florida Statutes; authorizing recreational vehicle
inspection; amending s. 320.827, Florida Statutes; requiring
seal or label on new or used mobile home or recreational ve
hicle sold by a dealer; amending s. 320.831, Florida Statutes;
providing penalties for violations of mobile home manufactur
er's licensing provisions; amending s. 320.835, Florida Statutes;
providing warranties for recreational vehicles; extending man
ufacturer's warranties on mobile homes; amending ss. 320.05,
320.061, Florida Statutes; amending s. 320.065(2), (3), 1976
Supplement; amending ss. 320.07(1), (3), 320.0806(2), 320.081
(1), (2), 320.084(2), 320.0841(1), 320.10(2), 320.30, 320.39(1),
(3), 320.58, 320.864, Florida Statutes; clarifying provisions or
deleting obsolete or redundant material; adding s. 325.19(8),
Florida Statutes; adding subsection (4) to s. 325.14, Florida
Statutes, allowing dealers 15 days to obtain inspection stick
ers on vehicles held in inventory; providing for license plate
inspection; repealing s. 320.085, Florida Statutes; relating to
special tags for autorama automobiles; repealing s. 320.14(5),
Florida Statutes; relating to implementing staggered renewal
terms; repealing s. 320.272, Florida Statutes; relating to Sunday
and holiday closing for certain motor vehicle dealers; repeal
ing s. 320.29, Florida Statutes; relating to delivery of motor
vehicle titles by dealers; repealing s. 320.74, Florida Statutes;
relating to surrender of "for hire" license plates; repealing s.
320.821, Florida Statutes; the short title; repealing s. 320.8235,
Florida Statutes; relating to application of certain code to mo
bile homes; repealing s. 320.825, Florida Statutes; relating to
notice and hearing on mobile home or recreational vehicle
standards; repealing s. 320.826, Florida Statutes; requiring
a manufacturer or dealer applying for a license to certify that
he will comply with the code; repealing s. 320.828, Florida Stat
utes, relating to issuance of seals; repealing ss. 320.85-32.860,
320.863, Florida Statutes; relating to duplicate provisions re
garding mobile home manufacturers' licensing; providing an
effective date.
-was taken up on second reading pending on motion by
Mr. Jones to adopt the following amendment.
Amendment 8-0n page 40, line 9, strike $25,000 and insert:
$5,000
The question recurred on the amendment, which was adopted.
THE SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE IN THE CHAJR
The Committee on Transportation offered the following title
amendment:
Amendment 9-0n page 1, strike all of lines 8 through 10
and insert: s. 320.011(1), (5), and (6), Florida Statutes, and add
ing subsection (7) to said section, providing authority for ad
ministration of financial responsibility laws; providing for the
director of the Division of Motor Vehicles to conduct hearings;
amending s.
Mr. Jones moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.
The Committee on Transportation offered the following title
amendment:
Amendment 10-0n page 2, lines 13 & 14, strike "including
criminal record check"
Mr. Jones moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.
The Committee on Transportation offered the following title
amendment:
Amendment 11-0n page 4, line 14, after "material;" insert:
providing a penalty for refusal to surrender certain items;
Mr. Jones moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.
The Committee on Transportation offered the following title
amendment:
Amendment 12--0n page 2, line 16, after "dealers;" insert:
amending s. 320.274, F.S., providing the Director of the Divi-
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sion of Motor Vehicles shall conduct dealer licensing hear
ings;
Mr. Jones moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.
The Committee on Transportation offered the following
title amendment:
Amendment 13-0n page 2, line 19, after "definitions;" in
sert: amending s. 320.665, F. S., providing that the director of
the Division of Motor Vehicles shall conduct hearings;
Mr. Jones moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.
The Committee on Transportation offered the following title
amendment:
Amendment 14-0n page 4, lines 16-19, strike "allowing deal
ers 15 days to obtain inspection stickers on vehicles held in
inventory; providing for license plate inspection;" and insert:
providing an exemption from the requirement for inspection
certificates;
Mr. Jones moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.
On motion by Mr. Jones, the rules were waived and ·sB 535,
as amended, was read the third time by title. On passage, the
vote was:
Yeas-117
The Chair
Adams
Allen
Andrews
Barrett
Batchelor
Becker
Bell
Black
Blackburn
Bloom
Boyd
Brown
Burnsed
Burrall
Carlton
Cassens
Cherry
Considine
Conway
Cox
Craig
Crawford
Crenshaw
Culbreath
Danson
Davis
Dixon
Dyer
Easley

Eckhart
Evans
Ewing
Fechtel
J•'ontana
Forbes
Fortune
Foster
Fox
Frank
Fulford
Gallagher
Gersten
Girardeau
Gordan
Grizzle
Grosse
Gustafson
Haben
Hagler
Hattaway
Hawkins
Hazelton
Hazouri
Healey
Hector
Hieber
Hill
Hodes
Hodges

Hollingsworth
Hutto
James
Jennings
Jones
Kershaw
Kirkwood
Kiser
Kutun
Langley
Lehman
Lewis,J. W.
Lewis, T.
Lockward
Malloy
Mann
Margolis
Martin
Maxwell
McCall
McDonald
McKnight
McPherson
Melvin
Mica
Mixson
Moffitt
Moore, R.
Moore, T.
Morgan

Neal
Nelson
Nuckolls
Ogden
O'Malley
Pajcic
Patchett
Patterson
Poindexter
Poole
Ready
Redman
Richmond
Rish
Robinson
Sadowski
Sample
Sheldon
Smith
Steinberg
Taylor
Thompson
Ward
Warner
Williams
Woodruff
Young

Nays-None
So the bill passed, as amended, and was immediately certi
fied to the Senate after engrossment.
On motion by Mr. Hector, the rules were waived and the
House reverted to the order of-

Motions Relating to Committee Reference
On motion by Mr. Hector, the following bills
drawn from further consideration of the House:
1958, 983, 2082, 1005, 2080, 1959, 1144, 1944, 808,
2081, 1962, 1397, 1912, 1914, 1284, Wll, 1956, 1945,
1915, 1961, 2083, 761, and 855.

were
HB's
2017,
2018,

with
1006,
1283,
1145,

On motion by Ms. Gordon, agreed to by two-thirds vote SB
1462 was withdrawn from the Committee on Health & Rehabili
tative Services and placed on the Calendar.
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A bill to be entitled
2
3
4

An act rclatinq to motor vehicles; amending s.
320.01,

Fl orida Statutes, 1976 Supplement;

(6),

6

Florida Statutes, and adding subsection (3) to

8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

Florida Statutes; amending s. 320.02(1),

said section; amending ss. 320.05, 320.06(1),

(2),

(3), (5),

(7), 320.061, 320.07(1),

320.071, 320.0805 (1)-(3), (5),

(7), (8),

(3),

320.081(1), (2), 320.0815, 320.083(1), (2),
(11),

320.084(2), 320.0841(1), 320.089(1),

320.10(2) ,

320.13(2),

(2),

Florida Statutes; amending s.

Florida Statutes, 1976 surR��m�nt;

amending ss. 320.27 (3),' ·c5j',7 (;�,-�---;2dj2i1,
·'
.. · 1t1JU
.

320.29·� 320.30, 320.29.�11 ...
llu ..,.
32

\

._..� --

· � a,

o. 6 o lil 1 ; \...'( '.3 > , c 41 ,
1

�> .�1b.s8,

3 2 o • 1 1 , 32

o • 11 p > ,

I

<s> ,

(11), Florida Statutes; amending s. 320.822,

Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement; amending ss.
320.8225, 320.823, 320.8231,

Florida Statutes;

creatinq s. 320.8232, Florida Statutes;

21

amending ss. 320.624, 320.8245(1), (2),

23

320.835,

24

increasing fees; expanding types of vehicles

25

for which personalized and certain special

26

license plates may be issued; deletinq

27

"motorcycle sidecar" definition; redefining

28

"registration period"; defining "renewal

29

period"; excepting certain motor vehicles

22

Se�les

amendinq ss. 320.0105(2) (b), 320.011 (1), (5),

5
7

reprcduced by
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320.8255(1), 320.627, 320.828, 320.831,

(II)

(a),

and 320.864, Florida Statut�s;

30

privately owned by a natur al person from

31

registration based on owner's birth month;
1
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320.13
2
3

Dealer tags and alternative method of

registration.-(2)

@-�-t?-'7

Dealer tags may be duplicated by the department

4\ upon an affidavit that the original has been actually
5\ destroyed, but shall not be duplicated upon the loss otherwi
6\ of the original. Duplicates when issued shall be paid for at
7\ $2-�4 each.
8

Section

19.

Subsections (3),

(5),

and

(10)

of section

�I 320.27, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
10
11

·320.27
(3)

Motor vehicle dealers.--

APPLICATION AND FEE.--The application for said

12\ license shall be in such form as may be prescribed by the
13\

department and subject to such rules and regulations with

14 \

respect thereto as may be so prescribed by it. Such

15\

application shall be verified by oath or affirmation and shall

161

contain a tull statement of the narre and the birth date �r

171 name5 of the person or persons applying therefor; the name of
18 \ the firm or copartnership with the names and pl1ces of
,•

,,

19

residence of.all members thereof, if su�h'applicant is a firm

20

or copartuership; the names and places of residence of the

21

principal officers, if·,the applicant is a body corporate or

22

other artificial body; tHe name of the state under whose laws

23

the corporation is organized; the £_fesent and former place or

24

places of residence of said applicant; and �rior business or

25

businesses in which said applicant has been engaged and the

26

location thereof. Such application shall describe the exact

27

location of the place of business and shall state whether the

28

place of business is owned in fee simple by the applicant and

29

when acquired or, if leased, a true copy of the lease shall be

30

attached to the application. 'The c1pplicaut. shall certify that

31

the location is a permanent one, is not the residence of the

'

.,,

35
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applicant, is not a tent or a temporary stand or other
21 temporary quarters, that the location affords sufficient
31 unoccupied space upon and within wl1ich adequately to store all
41 motor vehicles offered and displayed for sale, and is a
51 suitable place where the applicant can in good faith carry on
61 such business and keep and maintain books, records, and files
71 necessary to conduct such business which will be available at
Bl all reasonable hours to inspection by the department or any of
91 its inspectors or other employees. The applicant shall certify
101 that the business of a motor vehicle dealer is the principal
111 business which shall be conducted at the said location. Such
121 certification shall not apply to any applicant who held a
131 current license as a motor vehicle dealer on January 1, 1964.
14 I Such application shall contain a statement that the applicant
151 is- either franchised by a manufacturer of motor vehicles, in
16 I which case the name of each motor vehicle that the applicant
171 is franchised to sell shall be included, or an independent
181 (nonfranchised) motor vehicle dealer. such application shall
191 contain such other re levant information as �,Y be required by
20 I the department.

The application shall be >�'ccompanied by a

211 credit report and a sworn statement of two reputable persons
221 of the community in which the princi�al place of business is
231 to be located certifying to the good moral character of the
UI applicant-persen-er-persens-eppiy±ng-fer-snch-i±cen�e and
25 I eeri:±£yin'.'J that the facts set forth in the application are
�I true. Upon making such initial application, the person
VI applying therefor shall pay to the department a fee of $25 in
28 I addition to any other fees now required by law; upon making
29 I such subsequent applications, the person applying therefor
30 I shall pay to the department a fee of $25 -$4B in addition to
31 I any other fees now required by law. Upon making an application
36
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for a change of location, the person shall pay a fee of

$25

in

21 addition to any other fees, now required by law. �he
31 depertment-�hell,-if-it-dee ms-it-neeessary,-eattse An
4\ investigation shall te be made by the Florida Department of
5\ criminal Law Enforcement to ascertain if the facts set forth
61 in such application are true. ttnd-shal±-net-±sstte A license
shall not be issued until the investigation has teen completed
81 te-the-eppl±eant-ttntil-it-is-satisfied-that-the-faets-set
91 £erth-±n-said-epp±±eat±en-ttre-trtte. ¼f-the-de�ertment-eattses
101 an-invest±gatien-te-be-made,-+hen-sttch-ap;:tlieatien-fee-shell
111 be-��5T
12

(5) ·

SUPPLEMENTAL LICENSE.--Any person licensed

131 hereunder shall obtain a supplemental license for each
141 additional place or places of business not contiguous to the
15\ premises for which the original license is issued, on a form
16 I to be furnished by the department, and upon pay ment of a fee
17\ of $10 $5 for each such additionQl location. Only one licensed
18 I dealer shall operate at the same place of business.
19

( 10)

BOND OR NET WORTH STA'l'EMENT.--Annually before any

Ml license shall be issued to a moto� vehicle dealer, the
211 applicant-dealer of new motor vehicles epplieant shall either
221 deliver to the department a good.and sufficient surety bond,
DI executed by the a�plicant-dealer n�p±±cnnt as principal and by
U\ a surety company qualified to do business in the state as
25\ surety, in the sum of

$25,000

-$5,eee, or file with the

�I department, as a part of the application, a condensed balance
27\ sheet certified by a certified public accountant as of a date
nl not more than 3 months prior to the date of issuance of such
29 I license in a form prescribed by the department and sworn to by
�I the applicant-dealer flpplieent, evidencing a net worth of not
31\ less than

$20,000.

An applicant-dealer of used motor.vehicles
37
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shall submit a surety bond of

$25,000.

The Sttch bond shall be

21 in a form to be a�proved by the department, and shall be

31 conditioned that the motor vehicle dealer shall comply with

41 the conditions of any written contract made by such dealer in

5I connection with the sale or exchange of any motor vehicle and
61 shall not violate any of the provisions of chapters
7

8

1

320

319

and

in the conduct of the business for which he is licensed.

Such bond shall be to the department, and in favor of any

91 person who shall suffer any l oss as a result of any violation

10

11

I

of th<, conditions hereinabove contained. Such bond shall be

for the license period and a new bond or a proper continuation

121 certificate shall be delivered to the department at the

13 I beginning of each license period ; provided, however, that the

141 aggregate liability of the surety in any one year shall, in no
151 event, exceed the sum of such bond.
161

Section

18

320.271

20.

Sections

320.271, 320.28,

171 Florida Statutes, are amended to read:

and

320.30,

Used cars; removal of registration license

19 I plates.--Ea�b_ Every person, firm,--er-eer�eratien, upon the

WI sale and delivery of any used or secondhand motor vehicle,

21 I trai¼er,-er-serni:trai-ier, shall remove any registration license
22 I plate from such motor -\1�/'licle,-trttiier,-er-semitrai¼er before
23 I transferrinq ownership ahd delivering the motor vehicle,
241 tra±ler,-or-�emitrai¼er to the purchaser.

25

320.28

Nonresident dealers in secondhand motor

26 I vehicles or mobile homes ofld-trailer-eeaehes.--Every dealer in
27 I used or secondhand motor vehicles or mobile homes ot1d-trai¼er

nl eoaehes who is a nonresident of the state and does not have a

29 I permanent place of business in t!Ji s stc1te, and who has not
30 I qualified as a dealer under the provisions of ss.
31 I

320. 77,

320. 27

and

and .i'!..!.!.Y e'Very person other than a dealer qualified
38
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2

An act relating to motor vehicles; amending s.

3

320.01, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement;

4

amendinq ss. 320.0105(2)(b), 320.011

5

(6), Florida Statutes; amending s. 320.02(1),

6

Florida Statutes, and adding subsection (3) to

(1),

said section; amendinq ss. 320.05, 320.06
(3), (l!)(:1), (5),

9

(3), 320.0 71, 320.0805(1)-(3), (5),

@@[pL(
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A bill to be entitled

8

.

�rlies

(5),

(1)

(7), (8), 320.061, 320.07(1),
(7), (8),

10

320.081 (1), (2), 320.0815, 320.083 (1), (2),

11

(l!), 320,084(2), 320.0841(1), 320.089(1), (2),

12

320.10(2), Florida Statutes; &mendings.

13

320.13(2) , Florida Statutes , 1976 Supplement;

14

amending ss. 320. 27(3), (5), (10), 320. 271,

15

320.28, 320.30, 320.39(1), (3), 320.58,

16

320.60(1), (3), (4), 320.71, 320.72, 320.77(3),

17

(5), (11) , Florida Statutes; amending

18

320.065(2), (3), 320.822, Florida Statutes,

19

1976 Supplement; amending ss. 320.8225,

20

320.823, 320.8231, Florida Statutes; cre ating

21

s. 320.8232, Florida Statutes; amending ss.

22

320.82l!, 320. 8245(1), (2), (4)(a), 320.8255 (1),

23

320.827, 320.828, 320.831, 320.835, and

24

320.86l!, Florida Statntes; providing for

25

postponing alphanumeric plate issuance;

26

increasing fees; expanding types of vehicles

27

for which personalized and certain special

28

license plates may be issued; deleting

29

"motorcycle sidecar" definition; redefining

30

"regist!'ation period"; defining

31

period"; excepting certain motor vehicles

11

ss.

!'.'enewal
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the reqular Florida license plate, and all applications for
2 such taas shall be made to the department.
3

section 18.

Subsection (2) of section 320.10,

4 Statutes, is amended to read:
5

320.10

6

( 2)

Exemptions.--

All such vehicles, except those owned and operated

by the Federal Government, shall be furnished a license nrut.eer
8 plate upon the proper application to the department and upon
9 the payrr.ent of $3 $2! to cover the c ost of same; and there
10 shall be issued therefor a license n�mber plate under series
11 "X." Vehicles exempt under this provision must be equipped
12 with proper plates showing such exempt status.
13

Section 19.

Subsection (2) of section 320.13, Florida

14 Statutes, 1976 Supplement, is amended to read:
15

320.13

Dealer tags and alternativ e method of

16 registration.-17

( 2)

Dealer tags may be duplicated by the department

18 upon an affidavit that the original has been actually
20 etherw±se-0£-the-or±g±na±. Duplicates when issued shall be
21 paid for at
22

g. -$4

Section 20.

each.
Subsections (3),

(5), and (10) of section

23 320.27, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
24
25

26

320.27
( 3)

Motor vehicle dealers.--

APPLICATION AND FEE,--The application for said

license shall be in such form as may be prescribed by the

27 department and subject to such rules and regulations with
n respect thereto as may be so prescribed by it. such
29

application shall be verified by oath or affirmation and shall

30

contain a full statement of the narre and the birth date or

31

name::1 of the perscn or persons applying therefor; the name of
36
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the firm or copartnership with the names and places of
21 residence of all members thereof, if such applicant is a firm
31 or copartnership; the names and places of residence of the
41 principal officers, if the applicant is a body corporate or
51 other artificial body; the name of the state under whose laws
61 the corporation is organized; the present and former place or
places of residence of said applicant; and prior business or
81 businesses in �hich said applicant has been engaged and the
91 location thereof. such application shall describe the exact
101 location of the place of business and shall state whether the
11 I place of business is owned in fee simple by the applicant and
121 when acquired or, if leased, a true copy of the lease shall be
13 I attached to the aoplication. The applicant shall certify that
141 the location is a permanent one, is not the residence of the
15 I applicant, is not a tent or a temporary stand or other
16 I temporary quarters, that the location affords sufficient
171 unoccupied space upon and within which adequately to store all
18I motor vehicles offered and displayed for sale, and is a
19I suitable place where the applicant can in good fait h carry on
WI such business and keep and maintain books, records, and files
211 necessary to conduct such business which will be av ailable at
22I all reasonable hours to inspection by the department or any of
23 I its inspectors or other employees. The applicant shall certify
24I that the business of a motor vehicle dealer is the principal
251 business which shall be conducted at the said location. Such
UI certification shall not apply to any applicant who held a
VI current license as a motor vehicle dealer on January 1, 1964.
n1 Such application shall contain a statement that the applicant
�I is either franchised by a manufacturer of motor vehicles, in
301 which case the name of each motor vehicle that the applicant
31 I is franchised to sell shall be included, or an independent
37
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(nonfranchised) motor vehicle dealer. Such application shall

21 contain such other relevant information as may be required ty
31 the department.

The application shall be accompanied by an

41 official a credit re12.ort and a sworn statement of two

51 reputable persons of the community in which the principal

61 place of business is to be located certifying to the good

moral character of the applicant persen-er-�ersons-ep�iying

Bl £er-stte�-iieense and eerti£ying that the facts set forth in
9 I the application are true. Upon making such initial

101 application, the person applying therefor shall pay to the

111 department a fee of

$100 $z5

in addition to any other fees now

12 I required by law; upon making such subsequent applications, the

13 I person applying therefor shall pay to the department a fee of
14 I $2 5 i-te in addition to any other fees now required by la_w.
151 Upon making an application for a change of location, the

161 person shall pay a fee of $25 in addition to any other fees,

171 now required by law. The Division of the Florida Highway

18 I Patrol shall make- inquiry to the National crime Information

19 I Center to determine whether an�rson listed in the initial
WI application has a-criminal record.

The department shall, if

211 it deems it necessary, cause an investigation to be made to

22 ascertain if the facts set forth in such application are true>(
1
23 and shall not issue a license to the applicant until it is

�I satisfied that the facts set forth in said application are

�I true. �f-the-department-eeuse s-an-in�e9tigat±en-to-be-made7

26 I then-stteh-oppi±eatien-fee-shaH:.-t>e--$z5.
27

(5)

SUPPLEMENTAL LICENSE.--Any person licensed

nl hereunder shall attain a supplemental license for each

�I additional place or places of business not contiguous to the

30 I premises for which the original license is issued, on a form

31 I to .be furnished by the department, and upon payment of a fee
38
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$5 for each such additional location. Only one licensed

21 dealer shall operate at the same place of business.
3

( 10)

BOND OR NET WORTH STJ\TEMENT.--Annually before any

a motor vehicle dealer, the
41 license shc.ll be issued to
o,r used
51 applicant-dealer of newAmotor vehicles epp:iiettnt shall e�r ·
61 deliver to the de partment a good and sufficient surety bond,

71 executed by the a-colicant-dealer ap�:iieant. as principal and 1'y
21 a surety cor.1pany qualified to do business in the state as
91 surety, in the sum of

!25,000

is,eee, er-file-with-the

10 I de15art.ment,- tts-a- r:art-ef-the-ttpi,,l i ee tien,-a-eondensed-be:iti.nee
111 sh�et.-as-ef-a-date-net-mere-then-3-menths-prier-te-the-dttt.e-of
12 I iss1:1enee-e£-s1:1eh-1ie�ns�-in-a-£onn-�-reseribed-by-the
131 department-and-swern-te-by-t.he,-ap151ieant-evideneing-e-net
14 I

�plicant-dealer, of -use.a

-·"'·

;·�;11\s�bmit a suret·>l;J,ond of '$25,000.
-·-· - · ---·
16I S11eh bond shall be in a form to be approved by the department,
•·

17 I and shall be conditioned that the motor vehicle dealer shall
181 comply with the conditions of any written contract made by
19I such dealer in connection with the sale or exchange of any
20 I motor vehicle and shall not violate any of the provisions of
211 chapters

319

and

320

in the conduct of the business for which

221 he is licensed. Such bond shall be to the department, and in
23 I favor of any retail custemer person who shall suffer any loss
�I as a result of any violation of the conditions hereinabove
251 contained. Such bond shall be for the license period and a new
261 bond or a proper continuation certificate shall be delivered
VI to the department at the beginning of each license period;
281 provided, however, that the aggregate liability of the surety
�I in any one year shall, in no event, exceed the sum of such
30 I bond.
31
39
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RELATE TO A CASE PENDING IN THE FIRST DISTRICT COURT OF /\PPEAL TO

AMENDMENTS 1, 2, 3, 5, 7(JITLE), AND 9lT.JJ:.LU

DETERMINE WHETHER THE GOVERNOR AND CABINET SITTING AS THE DEPARTMENT
OF HIGHWAY SAFETY AND MOTOR VEHICLES, OR A HEARING EXAMINER UNDER
CHAPTER 120, IS THE AUTHORIZED HEARING OFFICER FOR HEARINGS HELD-�
UNDER CHAPTER 320,

THE DIRECTOR OF THE DIVISION OF MOTOR VEHICLES
THE COURT HAS

HAS HISTORICALLY AND STATUTORILY HAD THE AUTHORITY,

HELD THAT THE STATUTORY REVISION SERVICE IN COMPILING THE FLORIDA
STATUTES ARBITRARILY, AND CONTRARY TO LAW, REDRAFTED CHAPTER 320
BY SUBSTITUTING THE WORD uDEPARTMENT

u

IN FLORIDA STATUTES (1971)

WHEREVER THE LEGISLATURE HAD USED THE WORD uDIRECTOR
CHAPTER 73-70,

�ws

u

IN CHAPTER 70-424,

OF FLORIDA, WHICH BECAME EFFECTIVE UIMMEDIATELY

�PON PUBLICATION,u REPEALED EVERY STATUTE OF A GENERAL AND

PERMANENT NATURE ENACTED BY THE STATE OR BY THE TERRITORY OF FLORIDA
AT OR PRIOR TO THE REGULAR 1971 SESSION.

THEREFORE, CHAPTER 70-424,

LAWS OF FLORIDA, WAS REPEALED EFFECTIVE WITH THE PU8LICATION OF
THE 1973 STATUTES,

AT ALL TIMES SINCE THEN, THE AUTHORI·ry TO

HEAR AND DETERMINE APPLICATIONS FOR MOTOR VEHICLE DEALER LICENSES
HAS BEEN VESTED IN THE DHSMV(THE GOVERNOR AND THE CABINET), RATHER
THAN THE DIRECTOR OF THE DIVISION OF MOTOR VEHICLES,
THE DEPARTMENT ATTEMPTED TO HANDLE THIS SITUATION BY DELEGATING THE
AUTHORITY BY RULE, BUT WERE AGAIN OVERRULED BY THE COURT,

THE

PASSAGE OF THE SUBJECT AMENDMENTS WOULD PLACE STATUTORY AUTHORITY
IN THE DIRECTOR OF THE DIVISION OF MOTOR VEHICLES TO CONDUCT
SUCH HEARINGS,
AMENDMENT l(PAGE

12,

LINE 24)

RELATES TO COURT CASE,

DEFINES THE WORD, uDIRECTOR,u AS USED IN

CHAPTER 320 TO MEAN THE DIRECTOR OF THE DIVISION OF MOTOR VEHIC�ES,
AMENDMENT 2(PAGE 13, LINE

CELATES TO COURT CASE,

25)

AUTHORIZES THE DIRECTOR OF THE DIVISION OF

MOTOR VEHICLES TO CONDUCT HEARINGS AND TO BE THE HEARING OFFICER

WHEREVER THE DHSMV IS DIRECTED TO CONDUCT SUCH HEARINGS IN CHAPTER

-1-

320.

AMFNDMENT

3(PAGE 41,

LINE

-2-

8)

PROVIDES FOR DIRECTOR OF DIVISION OF MOTOR

RELATES TO COURT CASE,

VEHICLES TO CONDUCT HEARINGS RELATING TO REGULATING MOTOR VEHICLE
DEALER LICENSING,
AMFNDMENT 4(PAGE 43, LINE 23)
PROVIDES FOR:
(1)

APPOINTMENT OF DRIVER LICENSE INVESTIGATOR, LICENSE TAli
INSPECTORS AND SUPERVISORS;

(2)

ISSUANCE OF UNIFORM TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS BY THESE EMPLOYE��;

(3)

DHSMV TO AUTHORIZE SUCH CITATION POWER TO ITS AGENTS,

(4)

PENALTY FOR FAILURE. OR REFUSAL TO SURRENDER A DRIVER'S

l,E,, TAX COLLECTORS;
LICENSE, REGISTRATION CERTIFICATE, OR LICENSE PLATE
UPON DEMAND OF THE SUBJECT EMPLOYEES,

AMEND�ENT 5(PAGE 45, LINE

16)

AUTHORIZES DIRECTOR OF DIVISION OF MoTOH

11.E_LATES TO COURT CASE,

VEHICLES TO CONDUCT HEARINGS REGULATING LICENSING OF MOTOR VEHICLE
M!\NUrACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS,
8t1.EtiD.MENT 6(PAGE 67, LINES 15 - 24)
PROVIDES FOR VEHICLES DISPLAYING A DEALER TAG PER S,

320.13

TO BE

EXEMPT FROM THE REQUIREMENT OF DISPLAYING A CURRENT INSPECTION
CERTIFICATE,
AM �E

67,

I I NE

31 )

THE DELAYED EFFECTIVE DATE WILL COINCIDE WITH THE
LICENSING YEAR,

1978

DEALER

THE DELAY ALLOWS DEALERS WHO ARE NOT NOW BONDED

TO HAVE ADEQUATE TIME TO SECURE A BOND,
fu..tENDMENT

REDucEs THE

8(PAGE 40, LINE 9)

$25,ooo

BOND AMOUNT To

$5,obo.

THE BILL MAKEs THE BOND

MANDATORY,WHEREAS ORIGINALLY A FINANCIAL STATEMENT COULD BE
FURNISHED IN LIEU OF A

$5,000

BOND,

8MENDMENT 9<TITLE - PAGE L LINES 8-10)
REL ATING TO COURT C ASE,

PROVIDES FOR DIRECTOR OF DIVISION OF MOTOR

VEHICLES TO CONDUCT HEARINGS AS A PART OF THE DEPARTMENT'S
ADMINISTRATIVE DUTIES,

-3AMENDMENT lO(JnLE - PAGE 2, LINES

i3 A�miLLJ

DELETES THE REQUIREMENT OF A CRIMINAL RECORD CHECK AS A PREREQUISITE
TO ISSUANCE OF A DEALER LICENSE.

THIS WAS STRUCK BY THE SENATE,

BUT TITLE AMENDMENT WAS NOT WRITTEN,
AMENDMENT ]l(TITLE - PAGE

2,

LINE

14)

RELATES TO THE PENALTY ESTABLISHED FOR THE REFUSAL TO SURRENDER
LICENSE PLATE, DRIVER LICENSE, ETC.
AMENDMENT .12(TITLE - PAGE 2, LINE 16)
RELATING TO COURT CASE..,_

PROVIDIN G FOR DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF MOTOR

VEHICLES TO CONDUCT DEALER LICENSE HEARINGS,

AM£Nl2f::iEfil _ 13(TITLE - PAGE 3_-=-_Ll_NE 19)
RELATING TO COURT CASE,

PROVIDING FOR DIRECTOR OF DIVISION OF MOTOR

VEHICLES TO CONDUCT HEARINGS ON LICENSING OF MANUFACTURERS AND
DISTRIBUTORS,

�/'.lfHDMEMT 14CTnLE - PAGE 4_, LINE

lG_---=---1-9.l

1
NT
tXEMPTS VEHiCLES DlSPL/�'(ING DE1\Lrn TJ\GS rnU,'-l H.C1 /Ii'l(j A CUK1{t:
INSPECTION STICKER AFFIXED TO THE VEHICLE,

DIVISION OP MOTOR VEHICLES

(6V
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This proposed bill is very extensive in its changes to
Chapter 320 of the Florida Statutes. I will attempt to take
them categorically as the bill dictates.
First, it amends s. 320.01(26), which redefines the regis
tration period. The registration �eriod shall be for 12 months
beginning the first day of the applicant's birth month and ending
at 12 midnight on the last day of the calendar month immediately
preceding the applicant's birth month. For purposes of renewal,
the individual shall have from the beginning of the applicant's
birth month to midnight of the applic�nt's birthday as a grace
period. 'All mobile homes shall have an annual registration
period of January 1 through December 31, but shall have the month
of January as a grace period.
All other vehicles registered under the provisions of s.
320.02, including those vehicles registered to individuals which
vehic1es are taxed under s. 320.08(3) (d) (trucl�a having net weight
over 5,000 pounds); (4) (truck tractors, fees according to gross
vehic1e weight); (5) (a) (semitrailers, fees ac�ording to gross
vehic1e weight); (6)(b) (automobiles for hire nine passengers and
ovor); and (13) (local buses) 1 which shall be registered and reregis
tered during the month of June for a period of 12 months. Regis
trations shall expire at 12 midnight of the l�et day of May.
Th� month of June shall be construed ns a grace period.
Subsection (3) has been added to a. 320.02 to require owners
to notify the department in writing of any changes of address within
10 days of such change.
Section 320.06(1)(b) is amended to provide an indefinite period
for l�cenae plates beginning January 1, 1978 and a validation sticker
to reflect the year of expiration and a sticker reflecting the owner's
month of expiration. Such license plate and validation stickers
shall be Issued monthly throughout the year, based on the month o!

Mr. John o. Calvin
Page l
February 3, 1977
Subsection (8) deletes the words •4-year license• plates.
Subsection 320.071(1) changes the nwuber 6 to 3 months for
advancod registration prior to tho applicant's regi�tration Eoriod.
It also deletes the words "plates become available tor sale."
Subsection 320.071(2) eliminates the required payment of SO
cents additional service charge and makes the registration valid
for 12 months instead 01' "the 6-month period."
Subsections (3) und (4) liave been completely de�eted. Sub
sections (5) and (6) have been renumbered (3) and (4). 1he words
"and regulations" havo been deleted from trui""""revisecr-subsection (3)
and (4). Subsection (4) also adds a. 775.004 as another statutory
provTsTon under which�person may be punished for committing a
misdemeanor of the second degree.
Section 320.72 io amended to �elete the title "Specially

selected numbers" and adds Congreeaional-legislative license
E_late.

Subsections 320. 72 (1), (2), ( 3), and (4) have been completely
deleted. Subsection (5) has been renumbered (1) and (6) has been
·renumbered J.3.l_.
Paragraph (d) has been completely deleted.
Subsection 320.131(1) adds. the following language: howaver,
in those cases whore titles are reqistered in states other L1a.n
Florida, or where there is a delay in issuing a Flori�a title, tho
tem�rary tag may be issued up to two additional 20-day periods.

Subsection (8) is added to section 325.19, to read:
·
(8) Ever
se plate shall be inspected for proper
display an
every va
at on stic. er s1a
val�dity. Pailinq to meet these
requirements sha�l be c�use icr rejection and th
re laced upon ap 11cation therefor and r.esentation of the ta to
t e tax co actor or tag agency.

RECOMMENDATION: This bill will enable the department to administer
the staggered registration system more effectively and efficiently.
WCR,cjs

.

.._,
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�ration. The sticker reflecting the owner'o month of birth
s1a 1 be laced on tho upper left corner of the liconae plate and
Bhal
ssued one time our nq tho ifeof the license plate or
estroye......
upon request when it llas
Paragraph {c) changes the date from July 1, 1977, to January
1
l!� 197!!. It also deletes the words "and county name stickers. '

Paragraph (d) changes the registration period from 5 to 12
months to 4 to 11 montha respectively. It also provides that the
expiration-of the registration period shall occur at 12 rnidniqht
on tho last da of ti1e calendar month immediately recedin the
app cants ir
rnontn, and also providoa a vanco reg stration
for up to 15 months with the same expiration date.
Paragraph (e) changes from 7 months to 6 months all mobile
homes as defined in subsection 320.01(2) durTng the period July
l, 1976 to August 20, 1976. Parag�aph (e) also adda subsection
(6) (b) (automobiles for hire, nino passengers and over) and (13)
(local buses) to section 320.08 to include these vehicles to be
registered and reregistered durinq tho period from July 1, 1976,
to August 20, 1976. Subsequently, such motor vehicles shall be
registered and rere�iotered during tho month of June Loginning
J'une l9'f77<lelet:es '19'/6"). Thi9 ,-sould apply to nll vehicles
regardless of whether or not they were individually or company
owned.
Subsection 320.06(4) (a) deletes the words "and county
identification stickers" and requires that the registration
license plates be manufactured with the word "Florida" at tho top
and the namo of the countx in which it is sold at the bottom.

Paragraph (b) deletes the words "and coW1ty identification"
stickers, eliminating the necessity of furnishing the counties with
the county name decals.
Subsection (5) (a) deletes the three-year provision for the
revalidation stickers following the issu�nce of a metal regiatra.· tion license p1ate. It is -also amended to authorize the department,
upon giving 6 months' �u.blic notice to issue new metal license
plates over a period o ono calen<la� year. Thia subsection also
requires that each year at the timo of motor vehicle ins ection,
the motal platesnal
a nspecte
or pr.oper iap �;(, amage and
legibility. The inspector or any law ont:orcomont otficar may
aced. Such license plate shall be replaced
at no charne unon aonlication and presnntation of the motor ven1c1c
in
ctIon·· fo�
I:_12 o
L.1w enfor
Iring auch
on
re
re
on oticker

the

u:·,·�·1:::
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SEN/\'l'F:
STAFF l\Nl\LYSIS l\ND ECONOMIC STATEMENT
Transportation Comm. ( Flournoy
}

nill No. and Sponsor:
PCB- 4 Senate 'rransportation Committee

REFEillii'!CES:
I.

.,_

·---:�i..l:'-11.L f ! I T ;,,; ,\CT.(O�i:

(none)

1.

----------

2.
3.

Amend. or cs Attached

Subject:

Revision Chapter 321) ;notor
vehicle license plates;
dealer licensing.

SU.M1'1l\.RY

11

This bill provides for:
(1) the postponement of the
issuance of the alphanumeric license plate from 7/1/77 to
1/1/78; ( 2 ) an "indefinite life" license plate with county ©
name imprinted; (3 )
a clarification of the "registration
repro�u�dhy
period" and "renewal period" for vehicle registration;.
FLORrDA srATE ARC 1 11Vf:S
DEPARTMENT OF SiME
.
(4 ) personaliz
·. ed , amateur rad'10, and CB radio
· plates for recreational
.
BUILDIN''
vehicles and certain trucks; (5) establishing sc1fety standards on used
R. A. GRAY
L 32399_0'25
Tallahas
nubile ho71es and recreational vehicles; (6) increased autorrobile
dealer's surety bond; (7) increased fees for autorrobile dealer licensin�P•ries 7'</: Carton�
(8) official credit report on applicant/dealer; (9) criminal record check
on initial dealer application; (10 ) elimination of obsolete or redundant
language; and, (11) apparent fee changes are editorial only.

(m �

c--1()

II.

PURPQ;::;;

A.

Present Situation:

Chapter 320 provides for:a metal alphanumeric license plate
to be issued beginning 7/1/77. The plate is to be used for
four years and validated arn,c,ally with a bir thmon th/cxpira tion
date sticker and a county name sticker.

Personalized, amateur radio, and "CB" radio plates are issued
only to passenger vehicles ; regulation of single unit mobile
home construction is based on federal regulation ; used motor
vehicle dealers are required to furnish a $5, 000 bond while
new car dealers have the option of the $5,000 bond or furnishing
a financial statement showing a 11et worth of $20, 000 ; fees for
motor vehicle dealer license are: initial application $25;
renewal application $10 ; supplemental license $5.
B.

Effect on Present Situation:

The issua nce of the alphanumeric plate will be postponed
until January 1, 1978. The postponement of the implementation
date allows the DHS&MV to complete the manufacture of the
total number of tags needed for the initial issuance. The
metal license plate will be changed from a four-year plate
to one of "indefinite life." An indefinite life plate is
anticipated to eliminate mass manufacture and issuance entirely.
The condition of the license plate will be determined at the
time of the annual motor vehicle i nspection,and will also
be subject to law enforcement inspection. 'l'he county name
will be imprinted in the plate in lieu of attaching a county
name sticker. The new definitions clarify definitions set
out in 1975.

Thi� bill extends the issuance of personalized, amateur radio ond
"CB'" radio plates to recreational vehicles and IJickup trucks.
DHSMV is given statutory authority to require new and used
recreational vehicles and used mobile homes to comply with
reasonable safety construction standards. The motor vehicle
dealer bond is increased to $25, 00 0 and is made in favor of the
retail customer. The option of� financial statement is
deleted. There also is the addiLlonal requirement of a criminal
report and an official credit re�ort. Some of the corrections
in obsolete language date back to 1925.
- 1-

�y
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Summary & Analysis
:OCB-4(COT)
III.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS
A.

Economic ImEact on the Public:

The indefinite life plate and postponement of issuance of
the alphanumeric plates will have little, if any, direct
impact.
Amateur radio and "CB" radio plates are issued on a regular
tax basis; however, an additional $1 and $5, respectively,
is charged for manufacturing a nd handling. The $1 fee
for amateur radio plate is increased to $5.
The greatest economic impact will be directly upon the
industry since the dealer license fees are increased
as follows: initial applicalion from $25 to $100;
renewal applications from $10 to $25; supplemental licenses
from $5 to $10. The surety bond requirement is increased
from $5,000 to $25,000; the premiun for which should
average $250 per year. These increases are made at the
request of the industry, with the concurrence of the OHS&!\\!
which feels it will give the consumer max imum protection
in a field where the retail customer is almost wholly
dependent on the integrity of the industry.
B.

Fiscal Impact on Implementing or Enforcing Agency:

1. Imprinting of the county name in the plate will
in a savings the first year of $473,000 ($498,000 cost of $25,000 for dies to imprint county names).
subsequent y�ars, savings will be determined by the
of replacement tags issued ($.06 per plate).

result
a one-tJme
In
number

2. Overall savings in an eight year period from an
"indefinite life" plate will be $5,570,480 or an annual
savings of $696,310 annually.
3. Making the costs for handling amateur radio tags conforn
to the handling of other special plates will show an
increase in fees for General Revenue as follows: amateur
tags for 1976-77 3,787 x $4 = $15,168.
The following chart reflects a oornoarison of calendar year 1976 dealer
fees compared to proposed increase- in fees:
,_-_.,,_')le B

License Type
New Main Lots

Qty.

Current Law
Fee
Re-venue
----

Fee

Proposed
Hevenuc

1,559

$25

$38,975

$100

$155,900

190

5

950

25

4,750

4,636

10

46,360

25

115,900

Renewal Additional
Lots

669

5

3,3'15

25

16,725

Address changes

400

25

10,000

25

�000

New Additional
Lots
Renewal Main Lots

TOTAL

$99,630

--·---

$303,27S

Increase $203,645
(GEE:

Att.Jched Exhibit A for Cost Comparison Related to Indefinite Life License Plate)

Table
A
---

Fiscal
Year

- --

--- __ .,

COMPARISON OF FOUR Y,:;/\R TAG TO INDEFINITE TAG FOR AN EIGHT YEAR PERIOD
1/31/77
Indefinite Tag Costs

Four Year Tag Costs

@ .75¢ =
8,300,000 Tags
8,300,000 Birth Month @ .06¢ =
8,300,000 Revalidation@ .06¢ =

1977-78

8,300,000 Tags
@ .75¢ =
8,300,000 County Designation Decals@ .06¢ =
8,300,000 Revalidation
@ .06¢ -

6,225,000
498,000
498,000

1978-79

6,832,000
1,800,000
1,800,00
1,800,000

Revalidation
@ .06¢ =
Tags
@ .75¢ =
County Desgination Decals@ .06¢ =
Revalidation
@ .06¢ =

409,920
1,350,000
108,000
108,000

6,832,000
...,1,800,000
1,800,00
1,800,000

Revalidation@
@
Tags
Birth Month @
Revalidation@

=
=
=
=

409,920
1,350,000
108,000
108,000

1979-80

7,105,000
1,872,000
1,872,000
1,872,000

Revalidation
@ .06¢ =
Tags
@ .75¢ =
County Designation Decals@ .06¢ =
Revalidation
@ .. 06¢ =

426,300
1,404,000
112,320
112,320

7,105,000
-"'1,872,000
1,872,000
1,872,000

Rev�lidation@ .06¢ =
@ .75¢ =
Tags
Bir�h Month @ .06¢ =
Revalidation@ ..06¢ =

426,300
1,404,000
112,320
112,320

1980-81

7,389,000
1,947,000
1,947,000
1,947,000

@ .06¢
Revalidation
@ .75¢
Tags
County Designation Decals@ ..06¢
Revalidation
@ .06¢

=
=
=
=

443,340
1,460,250
116,820
116,820

7,389,000
·*1, 947,000
1,947,000
1,947,000

Revalidation@
Tags
@
Birth Month @
Revalida�ion@

.06¢ =
.75¢ =
.06¢ =
.06¢ =

443,340
1,460,250
116,820
116,820

1981-82

@ .75¢ =
9,709,000 Tags
9,709,000 County Designation Decals@ ..06¢ =
@ .06¢ =
9,709,000 Revalidation

7,002,000
560,160
560,160

7,684,000
·*2,025,000
2,025,000
2,025,000

Revalidation@
Tags
@
Birth Month @
Revalidation@

.06¢
.75¢
.06¢
.06¢

=
=
=
=

560,160
1,518,750
121,500
121,500

1982-83

8,072,000
2,025,000
2,025,000
2,025,000

@ .06¢
Revalidation
Tags
@ .75¢
County Desgination Decals@ .06¢
@ .06¢
Revalidation

=
=
=
=

484,320
1,518,750
121,500
121,500

7,997,000
*2,106,000
2,106,000
2,106,000

Revalidation@
Tags
@
Birth Month @
Revalidation@

.06¢
.75¢
.06¢
.06¢

=
=
=
=

47C; ,•160
1,579,500
126,360
126,360

1983-84

8,395,000
2,106,000
2,106,000
2,106,000

@ .06¢
Revalidation
@ .75¢
Tags
County Designation Decals@ .06¢
@ .06¢
Revalidation

=
=
=
=

503,700
1,579,500
126,360
126,360

8,311,000
·*2,190,000
2,190,000
2,190,000

Revalidation@
@
Tags
Birth Month @
Revalidation@

.06¢
.75¢
.06¢
.06¢

=
=
=
=

498,060
1,642,500
131,400
131,400

* ,Includes a 4% growth factor for each year.
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.06¢
.75¢
.06¢
.06¢

6,225,000
498,000
498,000

Table

1984-85

8,731,000
2,190,000
2,190,000
2,190,000

A(Page 2)

Revalidation
@ .06¢
Tags
@ .75¢
County Designation Decals @ .06¢
Revalidation
@ •• 06¢

TOTAL

523,860
1,642,500
131,400
131,400
28,522,560

8,643,000 Revalidation@
@
Tags
2,278,800 Birth Month @
2,278,000 Revalidation@
Die Costs

* 2,278,000

5,570,480 Difference

*

Includes a 4% gro,rth factor for each year.
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.06¢
.75¢
.06¢
.06¢

=
=
=
=

518,580
1,708,500
136,680
136,680
25,000
22,952,080

VA'l'E:

February 28, 197"1

�----_________.C\olt•l:.'.JI-'-.t•TaB AC'l'ION: l • ________

SENJ\'l'E
STAFF ANALYSIS l\ND ECONOMIC S'TATEMENT
Transportation Comm. (_F_lo___
un·1o�,__
y ____

2.
3.

Amend. or CS Attached
�11 No. and Sponsor:
PCB-4 Senate Transportation Committee
REFERENCES:
I.

Subject: r�vision, O1apter 320; rrotor
vehicle licem:;e plates;
dealer licc�1sing.

(none)

SUMMARY
This bill provides for: (1) a phased-in issuance of the alpha
numeric license plate beginning 7/1/77 and the full
completion of such implementation by 12/31/78 ; ( 2) an
"indefinite life" license plate with county name imprinted;
(3) a clarification of the "registration period" and
"renewal period" for vehicle registration; (4) per-sonalizecl
HP, NG, amateur radio, CB radio, and armed forces plates
©
for recreational v ehicles and ce rtain tr ucks; (5) establisH
ing safety standards on used mobile homes and recreational
rcpraciuced hY
vehicles; (6) increased automobile dealer's surety bond;
ARC\ !IVES
(7) increased fees for automobile dealer licensing;
RI
FLO DA STATE 5 /\TE
T
O
(8) official credit report on applicant/dealer; (9) criminal D[P/\fHMFN F \
R. A- GRAY BUILD! _;G
r�cord check on initial dealer application; (10) elimina99 0 2

@

tion of obsolete or redundant language, and, (11) certain

fee changes are editorial only.

II.

PURPOSE
A.

Tallaha7t 323 ·

_
Serie�

Present Situation:

Chapter 320 provides for: a metal alphanumeric license
plat e to be issued beginning 7/1/77. The plate is to be
used for four years and validated annually with a birthmonth/
expiration date sticker and a county name sticker.
Personalized, HP, NG, amateur radio, "CI3" radio, and armed
forces radio plates are issued only to passenger vehicles;
regulation of single unit mobile home construction is
based on federal regulation; used motor vehicle dealers
are required to furnish a $5,000 bond while new car
dealers have the option of the $5,000 bond or furnishing
a financial statement showing a net worth of $20,000;
fees for motor vehicle de aler licenseJ are: initial appli
cation $25; renewal application $10; supplemental license $5.
B.

Effect on Present Situation:

The issuance of the alphanumeric plate will be phased-in
beginning 7/1/77 and fully implemented by 12/31/78.
The phasing-in implementation period allows the DHS&MV
to complete the manufacture of the total number of tags
needed for the initial issuance and to eliminate manufacture
of 1974 replacement plates between 7/1/77 and 12/31/77.
The metal license· plate will be changed fro� a four-year
plate to one of "indefinite lif e." An indefinite life plate
is anticipated to eliminate mass manufacture and mass issuance
entirely. The condition of the license plate will be
determined at the time of the annual motor vehicle inspection,
and will also be subject to law enforcement inspection. The
county name will be imprinted in the plate in lieu of attachir.g
a county name sticker. The new definitions clarify definitions
set out in 1975.
This bill extends the issuance of personalized, HP, NG,
amateur radio, "CB" and armed forces radio plates to recrea-
tional vehicles and pickup trucks. DHSMV is given statutory
authority to require new and used recreational vehicles and
used mobile homes to comply with reasonable safety construction
standards. The motor vehicle dealer bond is increased to
$25,000 and is made in favor of the retail customer. The
option of a financial statement is deleted. There also is the
additional requirement of a criminal report and an official
-1-

w \J

3>°"1

certon�

2CJ3-4 Sui1M1\lU & AiL'\LY::iii..;
Senate 'l'rdnspor tation Commit tee

Page 2

credit report. Some of the corrections in obsolete language
date b2ck to 1925.
III.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS
A.

Economic ImE_act on the Public:

The indefinite life plate and the phased in issuance of
alphanumeric plates will have little, if any, direct impact.
l\mateur radio and "CI3" radio plates arc issued on a regular
tax basis; however, an additional $1 and $5, respectively,
is charged for manufacturing and handling. The $1 fee
for amateur radio plate is increased to $5. The armed forces
plate created is on a regular tax basis plus a $5 manufacturing
and handling fee.
The greatest economic impact will be directly upon the
industry since the dealer license fees are increased
as follows: initial application from $25 to $100; renewal
applications from $10 to $25; supplemental licenses from $5
to $10. The surety bond requirement is increased from
$5,000 to $25,000, the premium for which should average
$250 per year. These increases are made at the request
of the industry, with the concurrence of the DHS&MV which
feels it will give the consumer maximum protection in a
field v1here the retail customer is almost ,,·holly dependent
on the integrity of the industry.
13.

Fiscal Impact on Implementing or Enforcing Agency:

1. The phasing in of the alphanumeric issuance eliminates
the necessity for the manufacturing of approximately 1.8
million replacement tags at an estimate� savings of
$675,000 (75 cents per plate).
2. Imprinting of the county name in the plate will result
in a savings the first year of $473,000 ($498,000 - a one-time
cost of $25,000 for dies to imprint county names). In
subsequent years, savings will be determined by the number
of replacement tags issued ($.06 per sticker per plate)
3. Overall savings in an eight year period from an
"indefinite life" plate will be $5,570,480 or an annual
savings of �696,310 annually.
4. Making the costs for handling amateur radio tags conform
to the handling of other special plates will show an
increase in fees for General Revenue as follows: amateur
tags for 1976-77 3,787 x $4 = $15,168.
5. The following table indicates the additional revenue
that would be realized from the fee increases required in the bill:
TABLE B
License TYE_e

Quantity_

Current Fee

Pro.eased Fee

Additional Revenue

6,203

$10

$25

$ 93,045

851

5

10

4,225

290

5

25

Automobile Dealers
(new and used)
Main dealer lots
Supglemental lots
Mobile Horne Dealers
Sup,_ •.,mental lots

5,800
TOTAL
$103,070
(SEE: Attached Exhibit A for Cost Comparison Related to Indefinite Life Pl2te)
IV.

COMMENTS
None.

1able A

Fiscal
Year

CO:-,PARISON OF FOUR Yci\R TAG TO INDE':INITE TAG FOR AN ElG!iT
1/31/77
Four Year Tag Costs

'!.,.

·· ?SRIOD

I:1dcfinite Ta1 Costs

1977-78

8,300,000 Tags
@ .75¢
8,300,000 County Designation Decals@ .06¢
8,300,000 Revalidation
@ .06¢

6,225,000
498,000
498,000

1978-79

6,832,000
1,800,000
1,800,00
1,800,000

Revalidation
@
Tags
@
County Desgination Decals@
Revalidation
@

409,920
1,350,000
108,000
10S,000

6,832,000
·*1,soo,000
1,800,00
1,800,000

Revalidation@
Tags
@
Birth Month @
Revalidation@

.06¢
.75¢
.06¢
.06¢

409,920
1,350,000
108,000
108,000

1979-80

7,105,000
1,872,000
1,872,000
1,872,000

Revalidation
@ .06¢
Tags
@ .75¢
County Designation Decals@ .06¢ =
Revalidation
@ ..06¢

426,300
1,404,000
112,320
112,320

7,105,000
�l,872,000
1,872,000
1,872,000

Revalidation@ .06¢
@ .75¢
Tags
Dirth �onth @ .06¢
Revalidation@ .. 06¢

426,300
1,404,000
112,320
112,320

1980-81

7,389,000
1,947,000
1,947,000
1,947,000

@ • 06¢
Revalidation
@ • 75¢
'I'ags
County Des�gnation Decals@ ..06¢
Revalidation
@ .06¢

443,340
1,460,250
116,320
116,820

7,389,000
*l,947,000
1,947,000
1,947,000

Revalidation@
@
Tags
Birth Month @
Rcvalida�ion@

.06¢
.75¢
.06¢
.06¢

443,340
1,460,250
llG,820
116,820

1981-82

9,709,000 Tags
@ .75¢
9,709,000 County Designation Decals@ .06¢
9,709,000 Revalidation
@ .06¢

7,002,000
560,160
560,160

7,684,000
·*2,025,000
2,025,000
2,025,000

Revalidation@
@
Tags
Birth Month @
Revalidation@

.06¢
.75¢
.06¢
.06¢

560,160
1,518,750
121,500
121,500

1982-83

8,072,000
2,025,000
2,025,000
2,025,000

@ .06¢
Revalidation
@ .75¢
Tags
County Dcsgination Decals@ .06¢
@ .06¢
Revalidation

48-1,320
1,518,750
12.!.,500
121,500

7,997,000
*2,106,000
2,106,000
2,106,000

Revalidation@
Tags
@
Birth Month @
Revalidation@

.06¢
.75¢
.06¢
.06¢

479,•�60
1,579,500
126,360
126,360

1983-84

8,395,000
2,106,000
2,106,000
2,106,000

@
Revalidation
@
Tags
County Designation Decals@
@
Revalidation

503,700
1,579,500
126,3:30
126,360

8,311,000
·*2,190,000
2,190,000
2,190,000

Revalidation@
@
Tags
Birth Month @
Revalidation@

.06¢
.75¢
.06¢
.06¢

498,660
1,642,500
131,400
131,400

* . Includes

a 4% growt..11 f2.ctor for each year.

• 06¢
• 75¢
.06¢
• 06¢

.06¢
.75¢
. 06¢
.06¢
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8,300,000 Tags
@ .75¢
8,300,000 Birth Month @ .06¢
8,300,000 Revalidation@ .06¢

6,225,000
498,000
498,000

Table· A(Pa.9:.e 2)

1984-85

8,731,000
2,190,000
2,190,000
2,190,000

Revalidation
@ .06¢
Tags
@ .75¢
County Designation Decals@ .06¢
Revalidation
@ .. 06¢

TOTAL

=
=
=
=

523,860
1,642,500
131,400
131,400
28,522,560

8,643,000 Revalidation@
Tags
@
2,278,000 Birth Month @
2,278,000 Revalidation@
Die Costs

* 2,278,000

5,570,480 Difference

*

Includes a 4% gro;vth factor for each year.
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.06¢
.75¢
.06¢
.06¢

=
=
=
=

518,530
1,708,500
136 / 680
136,680
25,000
22,952,080

DATE:

,pril_l, 1977

(

' -

'l .J b/''

- ---- -- --- -"L.::.L __
COMMI'.l'TEE AC TION: 1. ------

SENA'l'E
STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC STATENENT
Transportation Comm. (Flournoy
)

SB 535

REFERENCES:

2.

3. ------

Amend. or cs Attached

ill No. and Sponsor:

I.

I

Senate Transportation C011mlittee

Subject: Revision, 01apter 320; rrotor
vehicle license plates;
dealer licensing.

l'ransportation; Comrerce; Finance, Taxation & Claims

SUM.MARY

This bill provides for: (1) a phased-in issuance of the alpha
numeric license plate beginning 7/1/77 and the full
completion of such implementation by 12/31/78; (2) an
"indefinite life'' license plate with coun ty name imprinted;
(3) a clarification of the "registration period" and
_
_
"renetval period" for vehicle registration; (4) personalize
HP, NG, amateur radio, CB radio, and armed forces plates © @
for recreational vehicles and cer tain trucks; (5) establis,
0
ing safety standards on used mobile homes and recreational
reproduced by
vehicles; (6) increased automobiJ e dealer's surety bond;
FLORID/\ STAT[ ARCHIVES
(7) increased fees for automobile dealer licensing;
(8) official credit report on applicant/dealer; (9) criminaJPlFAf,Trv1cr.roF STATE
R. A. GRAY BUILDING
record check on initial dealer aµplication; (:LO) elimination of obsolete or redundant language; and, (11) certain Tallaha e
l 32399-0250 _
7r
fee changes are editorial only.
Serles
Carton

[p

II.

.s:=:.Q5

PURPOSE

A.

Present Situation:

C hapter 320 provides for: a metal al phanumeric license
plate to be issued beginning 7/1/77. The plate is to be
used for four years and validated annually with a birthmonth/
expiration date sticker and a coun ty name sticker.

Personalized, HP, NG, amateur radio, "CB" radio, and armed
forces radio plates are issued only to passenger vehicles;
regulation of single unit mobile home construc tion is
based on federal regulation; used motor vehicle dealers
are r8quired to furnish a $5,000 bond while new car
dealers have the option of the $5,000 bond or furnishing
a financial statement showing a net worth of $20,000;
fees for motor vehicle dealer licenses are: initial appli
cation $25; renewal application $10; supplemental license $5.

B.

'(]

Effect on Present Situation:

The issuance of the alphanumeric plate will be phased-in
beginning 7/1/77 and fully implemented by 12/31/78.
The phasing-in implementation period allows the DHS&!W
to complete the manufacture of the total number of tags
needed for the initial issuance and to eliminate manufacture
of 1974 replacement plates between 7/1/77 and 12/31/77.
The metal license· plate will be changed from a four-year
plate to one of ''indefinite life." An indefinite life plate
is anticipated to eliminate mass manufacture and mass issuance
entirely. The condition of the license plate will be
determined at the time of the annual motor vehicle inspection,
and will also be subject to law enforcement inspection. The
county name will be imprinted in the plate in lieu of attachir.g
a county name sticker. The new definitions clarify definitions
set out in 1975.

This bill extends the issuance of personalized, HP, NG,
amateur radio, "CB" and armed forces radio plates to recrea
tional vehicles and pickup trucks. DHSMV is given statutory
authority to require new and used recreational vehicles and
used mobile homes to comply with reasonable safety construction
standards. The motor vehicle dealer bond is increased to
$25,000 and is made in favor of the retail customer. The
option of a financial statement is deleted. There also is the
additional requirement of a criminal report and an official

-1-
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credit report. Some of the corrections in obsolete language
date back to 1925.
III.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERJ\'J.'IONS:
Economic Impact:
A.

Yes x

No

Economic Impact on the Public:

The indefinite life plate and the phased in issuance of
alphanumeric plates will have little, if any, direct impact.
Amateur radio and "CB" radio plates are issued on a regular
tax basis; however, an additional $1 and $5, respectively,
is charged for manufacturing and handling. The $1 fee
for amateur radio plate is increased to $5. The armed forces
plate created is on a regular tax basis plus a $5 manufacturing
and handling fee.
The greatest economic impact will be directly upon the
industry since the dealer license fees are increased
as follows: initial application from $25 to $100; renewal
applications from $10 to $25; supplemental licenses from $5
to $10. The surety bond requirement is increased from
$5,000 to $25,000, the premium for which should average
$250 per year. These increases are made at the request
of the industry, with the concurrence of the DIIS&MV which
feels it will give the consumer maximum protection in a
field where the retail customer is almost wholly dependent
on the integrity of the industry.
B.

Fiscal Impact on Implementing or Enforcing Agency:

1. The phasing in of the alphanumeric issuance eliminates
the necessity for the manufacturing of approximately 1.8
million replacement tags at an estimated savings of
$675,000 (75 cents per plate).
2. Imprinting of the county name in the plate will result
in a savings the first year of $473,000 ($498,000 - a one-time
cost of $25,000 for dies· to imprint county names). In
subsequent years, savings will be determined by the number
of replacement tags issued ($.06 per sticker per plate)
3. Overall savings in an eight year period from an
"indefinite life" plate will be $5,570,480 or an annual
savings of $696,310 annually.
4. Making the costs for handling amateur radio tags conform
to the handling of other special plates will show an
increase in fees for General Revenue as follows: amateur
tags for 1976-77 3,787 x $4 = $15,168.
5. The following table indicates the additional revenue
that would be realized from the fee increases required in the bill:
TABLE B
License TY.Ee

Quantity

Current Fee

Pro.e_osed Fee

Additional Revenue

6,203

$10

$25

$ 93,045

851

5

10

4,225

290

5

25

Automobile Dealers
( new and used)
Main dealer lots
Supplemental lots
Mob�

2

Home Dealers

Supplemental lots

5,800
$103,070
TOTl\.L
( SEE: Attached Exhibit A for Cost Comparison Related to Indefinite Life Pl2te)
IV.

COMMENTS
None.

Table

198�-85

8,731,000
2,190,000
2,190,000
2,190,000

A(Pa9:e 2)

Revalidation
G .06¢
Tags
@ .75¢
County Designation Decals@ .06¢
Revalidation
@ ..06¢

TOTAL

523,860
1,642,500
131,400
131,400
28,522,560

8,643,000
* 2,278,000
2,278,GOO
2,278,000
Die Costs

Revalidation@
@
7ags
Birth Month @
Revalidation@

5,570,480 9ifference

*

Includes a 4% gra,rth factor for each year.
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.06¢
.75¢
. 06¢
.06¢

=
=
=
=

518,580
1,708,500
136 I 680
136,680
25,000
22,952,080

i5ATE:

· April 18, 1977
(REVISED)

SZNA�:S

,..,..

ACTION: l
.

STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC STATEMENT
Commerce Committee ( Daniels 1'.J.P )

Bill No. and Sponsor:

z<SB 535

COMMIT

Committee on Transportation

>

------)
-::: ?u
-'2,:,·

2. ______
3.

Amend. or cs Attached L--·

Subject:

Motor Vehicles

REFERENCES: Transportation; Commerce; Finance, Taxation, and Claims
I.

>Y/ / ,.'

BILL SUM1'1ARY:

__

,

----@·
R

-

'f'{J

Major revision of motor vehicle licensing chapter. Provid§
0
for phased in issuance of alphanumeric license plates.
f
Authorizes "indefinite life" license plates with county
.
h'1Jrc,duce<1 b
name and graphi� symbol imJ?rinted. Clarifi�s registratiorl.1 ,P/r,,l\[TATLAR�
,,
1 P,41/fMnn O
and renewal periods. Provides for personalized HP, NG,
�I-/ IC;,
F
amateur radio, CB radio and armed forces rad io plates fo
} "' l\. ld ,Y uu _s, "TE:
recreational vehicles and certain trucks. Establishes · 'l/Jar,a•<,t!'l,F' 3�' L L,•r-.rr.
31
safety standards for used mobile homes and recreational Serfos
�- Q
/
(/'
vehicles. Increases automobile dealer's surety bond.
-I-&- Cr'"ton d cJ
· Increases fees for automobile dealer licensing. Requires
official credit report on applicant/dealer. Requires
__
c_r_iminal record che<:_
_ 1<_9_!:!_initial _de_aler application_:_.
Allows dealers 15 days to obtain inspection stickers on vehicles
held in inventory. Redefines mobile home manufacturer to include
firms that convert van type vehicles to recreational vehicles.

II.

PURPOSE:
A.

Present Situation:

Chapter 320 currently provides that metal alphanumeric license
plates are to be issued beginning 7/1/77. These plates
are to be used for four years and validated annually with
a birthmonth expiration date sticker and a county name
sticker.
Personalized HP, NG, amateur radio, CB radio, and armed
forces radio plates are issued only to passenger vehicles.
Federal regulations control single unit mobile home con
struction.
Used motor vehicle dealers are required to furnish a
$5,000 bond or a showing of a net worth of $20,000.

Fees for motor vehicle dealer licenses are $25 for the
initial application, $10 for a renewal, and $5 for a
supplemental license.
B.

Effect on Present Situation:

Issuance of alphanumeric plates would be phased in beginning
7/1/77 and fully implemented by 6/30/80. License plates
would have "indefinite life" rather than four years.
The condition of the plate would be determined at the annual
inspection and would be subject to law enforcement
inspection. County names would be imprinted instead of attach
ing a county name sticker.

Issuance of personalized radio plates would be extended to
recreational vehicles and pickup trucks. The Highway Safety
Department would be given authority to require new and
.r-:-�- ..-�--.µs��recreational vehi�les, vans converted to recreation�l
;.·P .
., vehi;gles, and used mobile homes to meet safety construction
W :. · . · . ..
·· standards.
. . 'I
�\�
A?R 25 B:Th��,otor vehicle dealer bond would be increased to $25,000
and would only be available to retail customers. The
St:::.\IE n-:: - ,of?.tr ion of a financial statement is deleted. A criminal
report and an official credit report would also be required.
CC:,;/,li1 i'�i:

lo)

LJ

LJ
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r vehicles

Dealers would have 15 days to obtain inspection stickers on
vehicles held in inventory.
III.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
Economic Impact:
A.

Yes X

No

Economic Im12.act on the Public:

The indefinite life plate and the phased in issuance of
alphanumeric plates would have little, if any, direct impact.
Amateur radio and CB radio plates are issued on a regular
tax basis; however, an additional $1 and $5, respectively,
is charged for manufacturing and handling. The $1 fee for
amateur radio plates would be increased to $5. The armed
forces plate created is on a regular tax basis plus a $5
manufacturing and handling fee.
The greatest economic impact would be directly upon the
industry since the dealer license fees are increased
as follows: initial application from $25 to $100; renewal
applications from $10 to $25; supplemental licenses from $5
to $10. The surety bond requirement is increased from
$5,000 to $25,000, the premium for which should average
$250 per year. The creation of a license for manufacturers
of van converters will impact approximately 12 firms who will
be licensed at $100 each.
B.

Fiscal Impact on Implementing or Enforcing Agency:

1. The phasing in of the alphanumeric issuance would
eliminate the necessity for the manufacturing of approximately
1.8 million replacement tags at an estimated savings of
$675,000 (75 cents per plate.)
2. Imprinting of the county name in the plate would result
in a savings the first year of $473,000 ($498,000 - a one-time
cost of $25,000 for dies to imprint county names.) In
subsequent years, savings would be determined by the number
of replacement tags issued ($.06 per sticker per plate.)
3. Overall savings in an 8-year period from an "indefinite
life" plate would be $5,570,480 or an annual savings of
$696,310 annually.
4. Making the costs for handling amateur radio tags
conform to the handling of other special plates would show
an increase in fees for General Revenue of $15,168.
5.
The following table indicates the additional revenue
that would be realized from the fee increases required in
the bill:
TABLE B
License T�

Quantity

Current Fee

Proposed Fee

Additional Rev.

Automobile Dealers
(new and used)
Main dealer lots
·Supplemental lots

6,203

$10

$25

$93,045

851

5

10

4,225

25

5,800

TOTAL

$103,070

Mobile Home Dealers
Supplemental lots

290

5

See attached Exhibit A for Cost Comparison Related to Indefinite
Life Plate
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IV.

Committee on Transpo�tation

COMMENTS:
Technical errors - none noted.

Motor vehicles

Table A

Fiscal
Year

C0�1PARISON OF FOUR YEl\!l. TAG TO INDEPINITE TAG FOR AN EIG!!T YEAR PERIOD
1/31/77
Four Year Tag Costs

Indefinite Tag Costs

1977-78

8,300,000 Tags
@ .75¢ =
8,300,000 County Designation Decals@ .06¢ =
8,300,000 Revalidation
@ .06¢ -

6,225,000
498,000
498,000

1978-79

6,832,000
1,800,000
1,800,00
1,800,000

Revalidation
@ .06¢ =
Tags
@ .75¢=
County Desgination Decals@ .06¢ =
Revalidation
@ .06¢ =

409,920
1,350,000
108,000
108,000

6,832,000
-kl,800,000
1,800,00
1,800,000

Revalidation@
Tags·
@
Birth Month @
Revalidation@

197:i-tlO

7,105,000
1,872,000
1,872,000
1,872,000

Revalidation
@ .06¢ =
Tags
@ .75¢>=
County Designation Decals@ .06¢ c
Revalidation
@ ..06¢ =

426,300
1,404,000
112,320
112,320

7,105,000
""1,872,000
1,872,000
1,072,000

Revalidation@ .06¢
@ .75¢
Tags
Dirth �onth @ ..06¢
Revalidation @.�06¢

7,389,000
1,947,000
l,9C7,000
1,947,000

Revalidation
@ .06¢
Tags
@ .75¢
County Designation Decals @.;06¢
Revalidation
@ . 06¢

=
=
=

=

4113,340
1,460,250
116,820
116,820

7,389,000
·*l,947,000
1,947,000
1,947,000

Revalidation@
@
Tags
Birth Month @
Rev.i.lidation@

.06¢
.75¢
.06¢
.06¢

9,709,000 Tags
@ .75¢ =
9,709,000 County Designation Decals @ ..06¢ =
@ .06¢ =
9,709,000 Revalidation

7,007.,000
560,160
560,160

7,684,000
·*2,025,000
2,07.5,000
2,025,000

Revalidation@
@
Tags
Birth Month @
Rev.ilidation@

.06¢
,75¢
.06¢
.06¢

8,072,000
2,025,000
2,025,000
2,025,000

@ .06¢ =
Revalidation
Tags
@ ,75¢=
County Dcsgination Decals@ ,06¢ =
@ ,06¢ =
Revalidation

481\,320
l,518,750
121,500
121,500

7,997,000
*2,106,000
2,106,000
2,106,000

Revalidation@
@
Tags'
Birth Month @
Revalida�ion@

.06¢
.75¢
,06¢
.06¢

=
=
=
=

479,1160
1,579,500
126,360
126,360

8,395,000
2,106,000
2,106,000
2,106,000

@ ,06¢
Revalidation
@ .75¢
Tags
County Designation Decals@ ,06¢
@ • 06¢
Revalidation

503,700
1,579,500
126,360
126,360

8,311,000
·*2,190,000
2,190,000
2,190,000

Revalidation@
Tagi;·
@
Birth Month @
Revalidation@

,06¢
,75¢ =
.06¢ =
,06¢ =

'198,660
1,642,500
131,400
131,400

1980-81

1981-82

198

3

1983-84

* :r.r.cludes a 4% growth factor for 2ach year.

=
=
=
=
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8,300,000 Tags
@ .75¢ =
8,300,000 Birth Month @ .06¢ =
8,300,000 Revalidation@ .06¢ =

=
=

.06¢
.75¢
.06¢ =
.06¢ =

6,225,000
498,000
498,000
409,920
1,350,000
108,000
108,000

=
=

426,300
1,404,000
112,320
112,320

=

4'13,340
1,460,250
116,820
116,820

=
=
=

=
=
=

=

=
=

0

560,160
1,510,750
l?.l, 500
121,500

Table

1984-85

0,731,000
2,190,000
2,:90,000
2,190,000

A(Page 2)

Revalidation
@ .06¢
Tugs
@ • 75¢
County Designation Decals @ .06¢
Revalidation
@ •• 06¢

TOTAL

523,860
1,642,500
131,400
131,400
28,522,560

8,643,000
* 2,278,000
2,278,000
2,278,000
::lie Costs

Revalidution@
@
Tags
Birth Month @
Revalidation@

5,570,400 Difference

-*-

�l�des a 4% gra...,....i..h factor for eac.� year.
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.06¢
.75¢
.06¢
.06¢

=
=
=
=

518,530
1,700,500
136,680
13G, 680
25,000·
22,952,000

SENATE
STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC STATEMENT
Transportation Comm. ( Flournoy
)
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Senate Transp;:Jrtation Committee
(1)

(2)

3.

Amend. or CS Att_a_c_h_e____
d
_

Bill No. and Sponsor:
SD 535

2. ------

(3)

Subject: Revision, Chapter 320; rrotoi
vehicle license plates;
dealer licensing.

RF.FF.RENCES: l'ransportation; Comrrerce: Finance, Taxation & Claims
I. SUMHARY

II.

This bill as amended, provides for: (1) u phased in issuance
of the alphanumeric license plate beginning 7/1/77 and the full
completion of such implementation by 6/30/80; (2) an "indefinite
life" license plate with county name and graphic symbol imprinted;
(3) a clarification of th8 "registration period" and renewal
period for vehicle registration; (4) personalized HP,NG, arr.ateur radio,
CB radio, and armed forces plates for recreational vehicles and
certain trucks; {S) establishing safety standards on used mobile
homes and recreational vehicles; (6)creates mandatory automobile
dealer's surety bond; (7) increased fees for automobile dealer
licensing; (8) official credit report on applicant/dealer; (9)
elimination of obsolete or redundant language; and, (10) redefines
mobile home manufacturer to include firms that convert van type
vehicles to recreational vehicles; (11) certain fee changes
are editorial only; (12) becomes effective upon becoming la,
D
(J3l provided for Director of Division of Motor Vehicles to
du®
�
hearings authorized under Chapter 320.

w \1

reproduced b'icH\\/£.S
PURPOSE:
A. Present Sit,.::ation:
0
f\..oBIO,._s1/l.i£./l.:sT/\1£.
1"
£.?/1.B1,,£.1'\1.
IJ\LO'H'>
.
OB-/\- GBA'< s 32399��\-Chapter 320 I?rovides f<;>r: _ a metal alphanumeric �icense
plate to be issued beg:Lnning 7/.l/77. The plate is to be
131;1assee, fL
carton �
use� fo3: four year:' and validatecl annually ,-,ith a birthmonthJ81 p;s
rie
�
s
expiration elate sticker and a county name sticker.
e

✓

I'f!::::sona.lized, lIP, NG, Dmateur radio, "CD" ra.d.i.o, and armed
forces radio plates are issued only to passenger vehicles;
regulation of single unit mobile home construction is
based on federal regulation; used motor vehicle dealers
are required to furnish a $5,000 bond while new car
dealers have the option of the $5,000 bond or furnishing
a financial statement showing a net worth of $20,000 ;
fees for motor vehicle dealer license,; are: initial appli
cation $25; renewal application $10; supplemental license $5.
B.

Effect on Present Situation:

The issuance of the alphanwneric plate will be pl"wsed-in
beginning 7/l/77 and fully implemented by 6/30/BO. 'l'he phasing-in
implementation period allows the DHS & I-iV to c01,1p.lete the
manufacture of the total number of tags needed for the initial
issuance and to eliminate manufacture of 1974 replacement plates.
The metal license plate will be changed from a four-year plate
to one with graphic symbol and of "indefinite life." An
indefinite life plate is anticipated to eliminate mass manufacture
and mass issuance entirely. The condition of the license plate
will be determined at the time of the annual motor vehicle
inspection, and will also be subject to law enforcement inspection.
The county name will be imprinted in the plate in lieu of attaching
a county name stic)<er. The new definitions clarify definitions·
set out in 1975.
This bill extends the issuance of personalized, HP, NG, amateur
radio, "CB" and armed forces radio plates to recreational
vehicles and pickup trucks. DHS!-!V is given statutory authority
to �equire new and used recreational vehicles, vans converted
to recreational vehicles, and used mobile homes to comply with
reasonable safety construction standards. The motor vehicle
dealer bond is mandatory for all dealers, is set at $5,000, and
is made in favor of the retail customer. The option of a financial
statement is deleted. There also is the additional requirement of
an official credit report. Some of the corrections in obsolete
language date back to 1925.

:::,Jj

III.

.l:'age L

:JJJ

ECONOMIC CONSIDERl\'l'IONS:
Economic Impact:
A.

Yes x

No

Economic Impact on the Public:

The indefinite life plate and the phased in issuc.1nce of
alphanumeric plates will have little, if any, direct impact.
l\mateur radio and "CB" radio plates are issued on a regular
tax basis; however, an additional $1 and $5, rcsp�ctively,
is charged for manufacturing and handling. The $1 fee
for amateur radio plate is increased to $5. The armed forces
plate created is on a regular tax basis plus a $5 manufacturing
and handling fee.
The greatest economic bnpact will be directly upon the
industry since the dealer license fees are increased
as follows: initial application from $25 to $100; renewal
applications from $10 to $25; supplemental licenses from $5
to $10.
The surety bond requirement is set at
$5,000,
, the premium for which should average
'.i'hese increases are 1'1ade c. t th2 request
$5 0 per year. I
of the industry, with the concurrence of the DilS&1,1v \·1hich
feels it will give the consumer maximum protection in a
field where the retail customer is almost wholly dependent
on the integrity of the industry. The creation of a license
for manufacturers of van converters will impact approximately
12 firms who will be licensed G $100 each.
B.

Fiscal Impact on Ime_lem�ntinCJ or J::nforcing Agency:

1. The phasing in of the alphanumeric issuance elirni11ates
the necessity for the manufacturing of approximately l.B
million repl11cet'!ent tag.;; c!C:: an csti,n-1.t2cl savincis of
$675,000 ("/5 cents per plate).
2. Imprinting of the county name in the plate Hill result
in a savings the first year of $473,000 ($498,000 - a one-tine
cost of $25,000 for dies tc imprint county names). In
subsequent years, savings will be determined by the numb�r
of replacement tags issued ($.06 per sticker per plate).
3. Overall savings in an eight year period from an
"indefinite life" plate will be $5,570,480 or an annual
savings of $696,310 annually.
4. Making the costs for handling amateur radio tags conform
to the handling of other special plates Hill show an
increase in fees for General Revenue as follows: amateur
tags for 1976-77 3,787 x $4 = $15,168.
5. The follm·,ing table indicates the additional revenue
that would be realized from the fee increases required in the bill:
Tl\BLE B
cense TY.Ee

Quantity

Current Fee

ProE_osed Fee

Additional Revenue

6,203

$10

$25

$ 93,045

851

5

10

4,225

290

5

25

tomobile Dealers
new·and used)
in dealer lots
pplemental lots
Jile 6ome Dealers
,plement al lots

5,800
TOTAL
$103,070
�E: Attached Exhibit A for Cost comparison Related to Indefinite Life Pl�te)

IV.

COMMENTS:
Status:

on 6/2/77 on House Calendar Unfinished business,
with Amendment pending.
6/3/77 Senate concurred in House Amendments;
passed as amended.

Tab;l.e A
COMPARISON OF FOUR YEi\R T/\G TO I:S:DSFI:•;::•:·s ':'AG FOR i\�: EIG!:T YSl,R ?!::RIOD
1/31/n
risc�l
Yci::.r

Four Yeur Tnq Costs

Indefinite Ta5 Costs

=
=
=

1977-78

8,300,000 Tugs
@ .75¢ =
8,300,000 Co�nty Designation Decals@ .06¢ =
@ .OG¢ 8,300,000 Rcvnlidation

6,225,000
498,COO
498,000

1978-79

6,832,000
1,800,000
1,800,00
1,800,000

G .06¢ =
Revulidation
@ .75¢ =
Tilgs
County Desgination Decals@ .06¢ =
Revnlidation
@ .06¢=

t.09,920
1,3:,C,COO
10'.l, ')'JO
108,000

6,832,000
-1<1, 800,000
1,800,00
1,800,000

Revillidution@ .06¢
Tag::
@ .75¢
Birth Month @ .06¢
Rcvnlidation@ .06¢

409,920
l,3SO,COO
108,00:J
108,000

1979-80

7,105,000
1,072,000
1,872,000
1,872,000

Revalidation
@ .06¢ =
Tags
@ .75¢ =
Cou�ty Designation Decals@ .06¢ e
@ ..06¢ =
Revulidation

=
=
=
=

426,300

7,105,000
.i.-1,872,000
1,872,000
1,872,000

Revalidation@ .06¢=
@ .75¢=
Tugs
Di::tn i'!onth @ .. 06¢=
Revillidation @.�06¢ =

426,300
1,404,000
112,320
112,320

7,389,000
1,947,000
1,947,000
1,947,000

Revalidation
@ .CG¢=
@ .75¢ =
Tags
County Designution Decals @ ..06¢ =
@ .06¢ =
Revalidation

443,340
l,t,60, 250

7,389,000
·*:..,947,000
1,947,COO
1,947,0CO

Revalidation@
@
Tags
Birth Month @
Rcv�lidacion@

.06¢=
.75¢=
.CG¢ =
.CG¢=

443,Jt,Q
1,460,250
116,820
116,820

@ .7$¢ =
9,709,000 Tags
9,709,000 County Designution Decnls @ ..CG¢=
@ .06¢ =
9,709,0CO Revalidation

7,002,C'CJO

7,68�,coo
·*2, 025,000
2,025,CCC
2,025,000

Revalidiltion@
@
':'ags
Bi�th Month @
Revalidation@

.OS¢=
.75¢ =
.06¢ =
.CG¢=

560,160
1,518,750
121,500
121,500

8,072,000
2,025,000
2,025,000
2 1 025,000

Revalidation
Q .06¢ =
@ ,75¢
Tags
County �esgination Decals@ .OS¢ =
@ ,06¢ =
Revalidation

=

t.Sl\,320
1,518,750
122.,500

12:,sco

7,997,000
*2,lOG,COC
2,106,000
2,106,000

Revalidation@
Q
Tac,s
Birth �onth @
Revalidation@

.CG¢=
.75¢ =
.06¢=
,CG¢=

479,,;GO
1,579,500
126,3&0
126,3GO

8,395,000
2,106,000
2,106,000
2,106,000

@ .06¢=
Revalidation
@ .75¢=
Tags
County Designation Decals@ ,06¢ =
@ ,06¢ =
Revalidation

503,700
1,579,:i·JO
l2G,3GO
12G,3o0

8,311,000
·*2,190,000
2,190,000
2,190,000

Revalidation G
@
Tagr.·
Bi::th Month @
Revalidation@

.06¢ 0
.75¢ =
.06¢ =
.06¢

498,6GO
1,642,500
131,400
131, ,;oo

1980-81

1981-82

1982-83

1983-84

* . Ir.cluces a 4% growt...'l factor for each year.

l,4C4,()00

112,320

112,320

12.G,820

ll6,G20

560,160

560,2.GO
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@ .75¢
8,300,000 Tug::
8,300,000 Birth Month @ .06¢
8,300,000 Revalidation@ .06¢

=

6,225,000
498,000
498,00C

Table·

19S�-85

8,731,000
2,190,000
2,190,000
2,190,000

A(Pa_g_e 2)

Revalidation
Tags
County Designation Decals
Revalidation

TOTAL

s✓.:;, sGo
@ .06¢ =
@ .75¢ = l,6C.2,�00
G .06¢ =
13:1.. ,t,00
@ •• 06¢ = __13�,,;oo

28,522,:;Go

8,G43,COO
* 2,278,000
2,278,000
2,278,COO
!)ie Costs

Rcv�lidation@
Tctgs
@
Dirth i-\onth G
RcvQlidation@

5,570,�80 �iffcrcnce

*

Ir.ch.des a 4% gra.vth factor for euch year.
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.CG¢=
.75¢ =
.06¢ =
.CG¢ =

518,580
1,708,500
13G, 680
13G,680
25,000
22,952,080

-,

Noverrber 22, 1976
The major provisions c:x:mstituting substantial revisions in Chapter 320 are:
1. Redefines "registration pericx:1" for natural persons to be 12 rronths
beginning with the first day of the birthrronth and ending the �t fr0.
day of the rronth preceding the applicant' s birthday.
/ /u I " ;
For rrobile oomes - January 1 - Decerrber 31.
For c:x::mmercial vehicles - June 1 - May 31.

,

'

YI

repro,luced by
FLORIDA STATE ARCHIVES
ME
� DEP/\RTMEN OF
A. GRAY BUILOIN•";
Tallahassee, FL 32399·�

2. Defines "Renewal Pericx:1" - the 30 days prior to and ending a-tfl,
midnight of the applicant's birthday.
For rrobile homes - January 1 - midnight January 30.
For comrercial vehicles - June 1 - midnight June 30.

IB

Series

r

J.-:t.-

sr

t/

Carton � /

Provides for an indefinite use license tag which will be replaced
when deterioration or damage is sufficient to make the nurrerals and
letters illegible. The tag may be replaced urx:m citation from
an enforcement officer or urx:m rejection at tine of rrotor vehicle inspection.
Provides for advance registration up to three rronths prior to birthday.
Specifically selected nurrbers provision is repealed because the
"perronalized license plate" provides for this service.
Provides for issuance of perronalized license plates for trucks
weighing up to 5,000 pounds.
Provides for issuance of tags to be displayed on autorrobiles,
trucks, weighing up to 5,000 pounds, and recreational vehicles by
mlders of amateur radio and citizen band radio licenses. The fee
for issuance is brought into conformity by increasing the fee for
manufacturing the amateur radio plate from $1.00 to $5.00, which is
the current fee for CB plates.
Repeals "autorama" plate because the last one was issued sixteen years ago.
Updates provisions having to do with meeting the federal
Department of Housing and Urban Developnent Mobile Horne Construction
Standards developed for single family rrobile h:>rnes and the American
National Standards Institute for Construction of Duplex Mobile Hornes
and Recreational Vehicles.
As requested by the used car dealers and concurred in by the
Department, the bond for dealers in used cars has been increased
from $5,000 to $25,000. The provision providing for a $20,000 net
worth statement in lieu of the bond is beinq repealed. The dealers
also asked for a law enforcement check and
a credit report on the applicant before licensure. Franchised dealers reserve
the option to furnish a bond or a certified condensed balance sheet by a
certified E_ublic accountant. The bond was also raised to $25,000.

U6 UV lP V
April 19, 1977
KEY POINTS - SB 535
Senate Transportation Committee

reproduced by
FLORIDA STATE ARCHIVES
DEPARTMENT OF S rATE
R. A. GRAY BUILDING
Tallahassee, FL 32399-02�0,---
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1. Phased issuance of the current 4-year plate to an 11 indefinite
life" alphanumeric license plate beginning 7/1/77, or immediately
upon this act becoming law (DHS:tvIV is out of money and replacement
tags; therefore, urgently need authority to start issuing the
2� million alphanumeric tags that have been manufactured and
are qathering dust at Raiford). Phase-in will continue throuqh
6/30/79; full implementation to be completed by 6/30/80.
Graphic symbol and county name will be imprinted on plates
manufactured after the effective date of this legislation.
Imprinting the county name will save the first year $473,000.
The 11 indefinite life" plate is expected to eliminate entirely
mass issuance and bulk manufacture of plates will result in
expected savings of $5,570,480 over an eight year period;
condition of license plates will be determined during annual
motor vehicle inspection.
2. New definitions clarify Registration Period and renewal
period to clearly show that deadline for renewal is midnight
on the birthday. Administrative misinterpretations arising
out of the passage of SB-49 (1975).
3. Expands issuance of personalized handicapped persons,
National Guard, Amateur Radio, Citizen Band Radio, and
Armed Forces Radio plates to include assignment to pickup
trucks and Recreational Vehicles. Increasing the Amateur
Radio plate handling from $1 to $5 to conform with other
special plates will generate $15,168 for GR (based on 3,787
tags issued in 1976).
4. DHSMV is given authority to establish reasonable safety
standards on new and used mobile homes; Recreational vehicles
and vans converted to recreational vehicles. HUD mandates
safety controls to the states on new single dwelling mobile
homes.
5. The motor vehicle dealer license fees are increased
(initial application $10-$25; renewal $5-$10; supplemental
$5) = $103,070 to GR) and the surety bond is increased from
$5,000 to $25,000(average premium $250 annually) at the
request and concurrence of the industry, and DHSMV. The
option for new car dealers to submit a financial statement
in lieu if a bond is deleted due to 155 franchised dealers,
out of 1,826 licensed in 1976,going out of business in 1976.
The bond is in favor of retail customer.
6. The whole chapter was addressed in an effort to remove
obsolete language.

@n
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April 25, 19 77
KEY POINTS -- SB 535
The provisions of this bill include:
1.

,;

':J

FLORIDA STAT[/11c:111ES
DEPARTM[rJ I OF � TATE
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Motor vehicle license Elates:
Provides for phased issuance of alpha numeric
license plates, beginning 7/1/ 77 and fully implemented
by 6/30/80.
(b) Authorized "indefinite life" metal license plates
with county name and graphic symbol imprinted in
lieu of current "4 year" metal plate with county
name sticker.
(c) Clarifies and redefines"registration period" and
"renewal period."
(d) Authorizes expansion of issuance of special
license plates to include trucks up to 5,000 lbs.
and recreational vehicles.

(a)

2.

Motor vehicle dealer licensin�:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

3.

Mobile home dealers licenses:
(a)

4.

Provides for recreational vehicle dealer to be
licensed in the same manner and with similar
bonding and licensing fee requirement as mobile
home dealers.

Mobile home manufacturers:
(a)

5.

Increases surety bond from $5,000 to $25,000
in favor of retail customer. Average premium
at $250.
Requires an official credit report and a criminal
report.
Licensing fees were increased: initial application
from $25 to $100; renewal application from $10
to $25; supplemental license application from $5
to $10.
Allows dealer 15 days to obtain inspection on
vehicles held in inventory.

Establishes safety standards for new and used
mobile homes, recreational vehicles and vans
converted to recreational vehicles.

ReEeals redundant sections.

April 26, 1977

Background Information - SB 535
Senate Transportation Committee
1.

Motor Vehicle License Plates:
(a) Phased issuance of the current 4-year plate to an
"indefinite life" alphanumeric license plate beginning
7/1/77, or immediately upon this act becoming law. This
eliminates manufacturing 1.8 million replacement 1974
metal plates with an estimated savings of $675,000.
DHSMV is out of money and needs this authority. Actual
issuance of the 2 million alphanumeric tags that
Raiford has already manufactured and has already started
in Lake County in March, 1977, and they expect to
issue statewide 200,000 by 7/1/77. Phase-in will
continue through 6/30/79; full implementation to be
completed by 6/30/80.
(b) Graphic symbol and county name will be imprinted on
plates manufactured after the effective date of this
legislation. Imprinting the county name will save
the first year $473,000. The "indefinite life" plate
is expected to eliminate entirely mass issuance and
bulk manufacture of plates which will result in expected
savings of $5,570,480 over an eight year period;
condition of license plates will be determined during
annual motor vehicle inspection.
(.c) New definitions clarify 11 Registration Period"and"renewal
period�to clearly show that deadline for renewal is
midnight on the birthday. Administrative misinterpreta
tions arising out of the passage of SB-49 (1975).
(d) Expands issuance of personalized handicapped persons,
National Guard, Amateur Radio, Citizen Band Radio, and
Armed Forces Radio plates to include assignment to
pickup trucks and Recreational V�hicles. Increasing
the Amateur Radio plate· handling fee from $1 to $5 to conform
with other special plates will generate $15,168 for
GR (based on 3,787 tags issued in 1976).

2.

Motor Vehicle Dealer Licensi.n;1:
The motor vehicle dealer license fees are increased
(initial application $10-$25; renewal $5-$10; supplemental
$5) = $103,070 to GR) and the surety bond is increased
from $5,000 to $25,000 (average premium $250 annually)
at the request and concurrence of the industry, and
DHSMV. The option for new car dealers to submit a
financial statement in lieu of a bond i.s deleted due
to 155 franchised dealers, out of 1,826 licensed in
1976, going out of business i.n 1976. The bond is in
favor of retail customer.

3.

Mobile Home Dealer Licensin�:
Provides for Recreational vehicle dealers to be
licensed in the same manner and with similar bonding
(single dealer with 4 or less lots -$101900 bond
singl� dealer with more than 4 lots - $20,000) and
licensing fee requirements similar to mobile home dealers,
with the bond being in favor of the retail customer.
Fees are: initial and renewal application $100 annually;
supplemental lots licenses increased from $5 to $25.

Background Information - SB 535
Page 2

4.

Mobile home manufacturers:
DIISMV is given authority to establish reasonable safety
standards on new and used mobile homes; recreational
vehicles and vans converted to recreational vehicles.
HUD mandates safety controls to the states on new
single dwelling mobile homes. These standards will
be administered by DIISMV and are set to cover safety
for'the units not covered by HUD (duplex mobile homes,
used mobile homes, recreational vehicles). The creation
of licensing for manufacturers of van converters
will impact 12 Florida firms at $100 each realizing
$1,200 for General Revenue.

5.

ReEeals redundant sections:
The whole ch�pt�r was addressed in an effort to remove
obsolete language.

The contents of this bill has the concurrence of
DHSMV ,. and the industries associated with the
department (tax collectors, Florida Independent
Automobile Dealers, Florida Automobile Dealers
Association, & Mobile Home Manufacturers Association)
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3.

Amend. or CS Attached
�11 No. and Sponsor:
PCB-4 Senate •rransportation Cc:mnittcc
REFERENCES:
I.

Subject: Revisjon, Chapter 320; motor
vehicle license plates;
dealer lice..nsing.

(none)

( 1/uf'

SUHMARY
This bill provides for: (1) a phased-in issuance of the alpha
numeric license plate beginning 7/1/77 and the full
comple tion of such implementation by 12/31/78; (2) an
"indefinite life" license plate with county name imprinted;
(3) a clarification of the "registration period" and
"renewal period" for vehicle registration; (4) personalized
HP, NG, amateur radio, CB radio, and armed forces plates
for recreational vehicles and certain trucks; (5) establish
ing safety standards on used mobile homes and recreational
vehicles; (6) increased automobile dealer's surety bond;
(7) increased fees for automobile dealer licensing;
(8) official credit report on applicant/dealer; (9) criminal
record check on initial dealer application; (10) elimina
tion of obsolete or redundant language; and, (11) certain
fee changes are editorial only.

II�

PURPOSE
A.

Present Situation:

Chapter 320 provides for: a metal alphanumeric license
plate to be issued beginning 7/1/77. The plate is to be
used for four years and validated annually with a birthmonth/
expiration date sticker and a county name sticker.
Personalized, HP, NG, amateur radio, "CJ)" radio, and armed
forces radio plates are issued only to passenger vehicles;
regulation of single unit mobile home construction is
based on federal regulation; used motor vehicle dealers
are required to furnish a $5,000 bond while new car
dealers have the option of the $5,000 bond or furnishing
a financial statement showing a net worth of $20,000;
fees for motor vehicle dealer licenses are: initial appli
cation $25; renewal application $10; supplemental license $5.
B.

Effect on Present Situation:

The issuance of the alphanumeric plate will be phased-in
beginning 7/1/77 and fully implemented by 12/31/78.
'l'he phasing-in implementation period allows the DHS&IW
to complete the manufacture of the total number of tags
needed for the initial issuance and to eliminate manufacture
of 1974 replacement plates between 7/1/77 and 12/31/77.
The metal license· plate will be changed frore a four-year
plate to one of "indefinite life." An indefinite life plate
is anticipated to eliminate mass manufacture and mass issuance
entirely. The condition of the license plate will be
determined at the time of the annual motor vehicle inspection,
and will also be subject to law enforcement inspection. The
county name will be imprinted in the plate in lieu of attachihg
a county name sticker. The new definitions clarify definitions
set out in 1975.
This bill extends the issuance of personalized, HP, NG,
amateur radio, "CJ)" and armed forces radio plates to recrea-·
tional vehicles and pickup trucks. DHSMV is given statutory
authority to require new and used recreational vehicles and
used mobile homes to comply with reasonable safety construction
standards. The motor vehicle dealer bond is increased to
$25,000 and is made in favor of the retail customer. The
option of a financial statement is deleted. There also is the
additional requirement of a criminal report and an official
-1-
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credit report. Some of the corrections in obsolete language
date b�ck to 1925.
III.

ECONOMIC COMSIDERATIONS
A.

Economic Imr_uct on the Public:

The indefinite life plate and the phased in issuance of
alphanumeric plates will have little, if any, direct impel.ct.
l\mateur radio and "CI3" radio plates arc issued on a regular
tax basis; however, an additional $1 and $5, respectively,
is charged for manufacturing and handling. The $1 fee
for amateur radio plate is increased to $5. The armed forces
plate created is on a regular tax basis plus a $5 manufacturing
and handling fee.
The greatest economic impact will be directly upon the
industry since the dealer license fees are increased
as follows: initial application from $25 to $100; renewal
applications from $10 to $25; supplemental licenses from $5
to $10. The surety bond requirement is increased from
$5,000 to $25,000, the premium for which should average
$250 per year. These increases are made at the request
of the industry, with the concurrence of the DHS&MV which
feels it will give the consumer maximum protection in a
field where the retail customer is almost wholly dependent
on the integrity of the industry.
13.

Fiscal Impact on Implementing or �nforcing Agency:

1. The phasing in of the alphanumeric issuance eliminates
the necessity for the manufacturing of approximately 1.8
million replacement tags at an estimated savings of
$675,000 (75 cents per plate).
2. Imprinting of the counly name in the plate will result
in a savings the first year of $473,000 ($498,000 - a one-time
cost of $25,000 for dies to imprint county names). In
subsequent years, savings will be determined by the number
of replacement tags issued ($.06 per sticker per plate)
3. Overall savings in an eight year period from an
"indefinite life" plate will be $5,570,480 or an annual
savings of G696,310 annually.
4. Baking the costs for handling amateur radio tags conform
to the handling of other special plates will show an
increase in fees for General Revenue as'follows: amateur
tags for 1976-77 3,787 x $4 = $15,168.
5. The following table indicates the additional revenue
that would be realized from the fee increases required in the bill:
TABLE B
License Ty_ee

Quantity

Current Fee

PrOE_OSed Fee

Additional Revenue

6,203

$10

$25

$ 93,045

851

5

10

4,225

290

5

25

Automobile Dealers
(new and used)
Main dealer lots
Supplemental lots
Mobile Home Dealers
Sup. �mental lots

5,800
TOTAL
$103,070
(SEE: Attached Exhibit A for Cost Comparison Related to Indefinite Life Pl2te)
IV.

COM.MENTS
None.
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2.
3.

Amend. or CS Attached
nill No. and Sponsor:
PCB- 4 Senate Trcrnsport ation Committee
REFEilliNCES:
I.

Subject: . Revision O,.apter 320 ;notor
vehicle license plates;
dealer licensing.

(none)

SUM.1'11\RY
This bill provides for:
(1) the postponement of the
issuance of the alphanumeric license plate from 7/1/77 to
1/1/78; (2) an "indefinite life" license plate with county
name imprinted; (3) a clarification of the "registration
period" and "renewal period" for vehicle registration ;.
(4) personalized, arrateur radio, and CB radio plates for recreational
vehicles and certain trucks; (5) establishing safety standards on used
rrobile ho.�es and recreational vehicles; (6) increased autorrobile
dealer's surety bond; (7) increased fees for autorrobile de.:iler licensing;
(8) official credit rerort on applicant/dealer; (9) crD7W1al record check
on initial dealer application; (10) elDnination of obsolete or redundant
language; and, (11) appar ent fee changes are editorial only.

II.

PURPO:....:7,
____

_ __

A.

©@

[J)

\J

reproduced by
FLORIDA STATE ARCHIVES
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
R- A. GRAY BUILDING·
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0250

Serles

[C{

Carton

.SJid

Present Situation:

Chapter 320 provides for:a metal alphanumeric license plate
to be issued beginning 7/1/77. The plate is to be used for
four years and validated c1nr,c,all:r· with a birthmonth/cxpir.a tion
date sticker c1nd a co,Jnty name sticker.
Personalized, amateur radio, and "CB" radio plates are issued
only to passenger vehicles; regulation of single unit mobile
home construction is based on federal regulation; used motor
vehicle dealers are required to furnish a $5, 000 bond while
new car dealers have the option of the $5, 000 bond or furnishing
a financial statement showing a net worth of $20, 000 ; fees for
motor vehicle dealer l icense are: initial application $25;
renewal application $10; supplemental license $5.
D.

Effect on Present Situation:

The issuance of t he a lphanumeric plate will be postponed
until January 1, 1978. The postponement of the implementation
date a llows the DHS&MV to complete the manufacture of the
total number of tags needed for the initial issuance. The
metal license plate will be changed from a four-year plate
to one of "indefinite life." An indefinite life plate is
anticipated to eliminate mass manufacture and issuance entirely .
The condition of the license plate wil l be determined at the
time of the annual motor vehicle inspection,ancl will also
be subject to law enforcement inspect ion. The county name
will be imprinted in the plate in lieu of attaching a county
name sticker. The new definitions clarify definitions set
out in 1975.
Thi� bill extends the issuance of personalized, amateur radio DOd
"CH" radio plates to recreation al vehicles and pickup trucks.
DH3MV is given statutory authori ty to require new and used
recreational vehicles and used mobile homes to comply with
reasonable safety construction standards. The motor vehicle
dealer bond is increased to $25,000 and is made in favor of the
retail customer. The option o f 2 financial statement is
deleted. There also is the additional requirement of a criminal
report and an official credit report. Some of the corrections
in obsolete language date back to 1925.
-1-
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III.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS
A.

Economic ImEact on the Public :

The indefinite life plate and postponement of issuance of
the alphanumeric plates will hav� little, if any, direct
impact.
Amateur radio and "CB" radio plates are issued on a regular
tax basis; however, an additional $1 and $5, respectively,
is charged for manufacturing and handling. The $1 fee
for amateur radio plate is increased to $5.
The greatest economic impact will be directly upon the
industry since the dealer license fees are increased
as follows: initial application from $25 to $100;
renewal applications from $10 to $25; supplemental licenses
from $5 to $10. The surety bond requirement is increased
from $5,000 to $25,000; the premiun for which should
average $250 per year. These increases are made at the
request of the industry, with the concurrence of the DHS&!1V
which feels it will give the consumer max imum protection
in a field where the retail customer is almost wholly
dependent on the integrity of the industry.
B.

Fiscal Impact on Implementing or Enforcing Agency:

1. Imprinting of the county name in the plate will
in a savings the first year of $473,000 ($498,000 cost of $25,000 for dies to imprint county names).
subsequent y�ars, savings will be determined by the
of replacement tags issued ($.06 per plate).

result
a one-t.3.me
In
number

2. Overall savings in an eight year period from an
"indefinite life" plate will be $5,570,480 or an annual
savings of $696,310 annually.
3. Making the costs for handling amateur radio tags conforn
to the handling of other special plates will show an
increase in fees for General Revenue as follows: amateur
tags for 1976-77 3,787 x $4 = $15,168.
The following chart reflects a mmparison of calendar year 1976 dealer
fees compared to proposed increase in fees:
•:_-,,_!:)le B

Current Law
Fee
Revenue
---

Proposed
Revenue

License T�

Qty_.

N ew Main Lets

1,559

$25

$38,975

$100

$155,900

190

5

950

25

4,750

4,636

10

46,360

25

115,900

Renewal Additional
L ots

669

5

3,345

25

16,725

l\ddrcss changes

400

25

10,000

25

New Additional
L ots
Renewal Main Lots

TOTJ\L

$99,630

Fee

-

10,000

$303,275

Increase $203,645
($EE:

Att.Jche<l Exhibit A for Cost Comparison Related to Indefinite Life License Plate)

Table A

Fiscal
Year

CC:-JPARISON Cr FOU.::l. Y,:;/\R TAG TO INDEFINITE TAG FOR AN EIGHT Y2ld� PERIOD
1/31/77
Four Year Tag Costs

Indefinite Ta51: Costs

1977-78

@ .75¢
8,300,000 Tags
8,300,000 County Designation Decals@ .06¢
8,300,000 Revalidation
@ .06¢ -

6,225,000
498,000
498,000

1978-79

6,832,000
1,800,000
1,800,00
1,600,000

Revalidation
@ .06¢
Tags
@ .75¢
County Desgination Decals@ .06¢
@ .06¢ =
Revalidation

409,920
1,350,000
108,000
108,000

6,832,000
·-11:1,800,000
1,800,00
1,800,000

1979-80

7,105,000
1,872,000
1,872,000
1,872,000

Revalidation
@ .06¢
Tags
@ .75¢
County Designation Decals@ .06¢
@ ..06¢
Revalidation

426,300
1,404,000
112,320
112,320

7,105,000
·*1,872,000
1,872,000
1,872,000

Rev�lidation@ .06¢
@ .75¢
Tags
Birth Month @ .06¢
Revalidation @.�06¢

426,300
1,404,000
112,320
112,320

1980-81

7,389,000
1,947,000
1,947,000
1,947,000

Revalidation
@ .06¢
Tags
@ .75¢
County Designation Decals@ ..OG¢
Revalidation
@ .06¢

443,340
1,460,250
116,820
116,620

7,389,000
·*1,947,000
1,947,000
1,947,000

Revalidation@
@
Tags
Birth Month @
Revalidation@

.06¢
.75¢
.06¢
.06¢

443,340
1,460,250
116,820
116,820

1981-82

9,709,000 Tags
@ .75¢
9,709,000 County Designation Decals@ .. 06¢
9,709,000 Revalidation
@ .06¢

7,002,000
560,160
560,160

7,6S4,000
·*2,025,000
2,025,000
2,025,000

Revalidation@
Tags
@
Birth Month @
Revalidation@

.06¢
.75¢
.06¢
.06¢

560,160
1,518,750
121,500
121,500

1982-83

8,072,000
2,025,000
2,025,000
2,025,000

Revalidation
@
Tags
@
County Desgination Decals@
@
Revalidation

.06¢
.75¢
.06¢
.06¢

484,320
1,518,750
121,500
121,500

7,997,000
*2,106,000
2,106,000
2,106,000

Revalidation@
Tags
@
Birth Month @
Revalidation@

.06¢
.75¢
.06¢
.06¢

47S,,,i60
1,579,500
126,360
126,360

1983-84

8,395,000
2,106,000
2,106,000
2,106,000

@
Revalidation
@
Tags
County Designation Decals@
@
Revalidation

.06¢
.75¢
.06¢
.06¢

503,700
1,579,500
126,360
126,360

8,311,000
·*2,190,000
2,190,000
2,190,000

Revalidation@
Tags
@
Birth Month @
Revalidation@

.06¢
.75¢
. 06¢
.06¢

496,GGO
1,642,500
131,400
131,400

* ,Includes a 4% growth factor for each year.

c
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@ .75¢
8,300,000 Tags
8,300,000 Birth Month @ .06¢
8,300,000 R�validation@ .06¢
Revalidation@
@
Tags
Birth Month @
Revalidation@

.06¢ =
.75¢ =
.06¢
.06¢

6,225,000
498,000
498,000
409,920
1,350,000
108,000
108,000

Table· A(Pa9.e 2)

1984-85

8,731,000
2,190,000
2,190,000
2,190,000

Revalidation
@ .06¢
Tags
@ .75¢
County Designation Decals@ .06¢
Revalidation
@ •• 06¢

TOTAL

=
=
=
=

523,860
1,642,500
131,400
131,400
28,522,560

8,643,000 Revalidation@
Tags
@
2,278,000 Birth Month @
2,278,000 R�validation@
Die Costs

* 2,278,000

5,570,480 Difference

*

Includes a 4% gra'1th factor for each year.
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.06¢
.75¢
.06¢
.06¢

=
=
=
=

518,580
1,708,500
136,680
136,680
25,000
22,952,080
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Parts of Chapter 320 are revised and clarified with some

obsolete language deleted.

Due to non-availability of tags, the indefinite,

graphic license plate is to be phased in over a 3 year period to be complete
June 30, 1980.
DISCUSSION (STATUTES, INTENT, etc.)

The option which certain motor vehicle

dealers currently have of supplying the department a copy of their condensed
balance sheet in lieu of a $5,000 bond is deleted.

All motor vehicle dealers

are required to post a �urety bond with .the department in favor of any retail
customer before a license to do business is issued.

Certain fees are increased

for motor vehicle, mobile home and R.V. dealers, i.e., initial application fee
from $25 to $100; renewal from $10 to $25; additional location fee from $5 to
$10; and M.H. and R.V. dealer change of location fee is $25; supplemental
license fee from $5 to $25.

Additional information is required of applicants

for dealer licenses such as birthdate, an official credit report and a $25,000
surety bond from motor vehicle dealers.

Mobile home and recreational vehicle

ffittEf? are currently required to post a $25,000 bond with the department.
van type vehicles converted to RV's are added to the list of vehicles

which the department has the authority to inspect and regulate.
The current 4 year tag is being changed to an indefinite, graphic tag
to be phased in over a 3 year period.
the tag in lieu of the decal.

The county name is to be embossed into

Advanced registration is reduced from 6 months

to 3 months and the prestige, amateur radio operator, H.P., and N.G. tags are
usable on trucks up to 5,000 lbs. and recreational vehicles.
FISCAL NOTE: The extension of the current four year tag into an "Indefinite Tag"
will save approximately $5,570,000 over an eight year period - or an annual
savings of $696,000.

In addition - by errbossing the county name into the tag as opposed to the

tape, an additional
0�

SJDQ

ooo

$800,000 savings will be realized over an eight year period,

per Y�?r.
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Senate Transportation Cc:mnittee
(1)

(2)

(3)

Subject_: Revision, Chapter 320; rroto1
vehicle license plates;
dealer licensing.

RF.i"ERENCES: l'ril.lisportation; Comrerce; Finance, Taxation
I. SUM.MARY

II.

&

Claims

This bill as amended, provides for: (1) a phased in issuance
0£ the alphanumeric l icense plate beginning 7/1/77 and the full
completion of such implementation by 6/30/80; (2) an "indefinite
life" license plate with county name and 9raphic symbol imprinted;
(3) a clarification of ths "registration period" 1.1nd renewal
period for vehicle registration; ('1) personalized llP,NG, amateur radio,
CB radio, and armed forces plates for recreational vehicles and
certain trucks; (5) establishing safety standards on used mobile
homes and recreational vehicles; (G) creates mandatory automobile
dealer's surety bond; (7) increased fees for automobile dealer
licensing; (8) official credit report on applicant/dealer; (9)
elimination of obsolete or redundant language; and, (10) redefines
mobile home manufacturer to include firms that convert van type
vehicles to recreational vehicles; (11) certain fee changes
are editorial only; (12) becomes effective upon becoming law;
(}3l provided for Director of Division of Motor Vehicles to conduct
hearings authorized under Chapter 320.
PURPOSE:
Present Situation:

l\..

Chapter 320 provides for: a metal alphanumeric license
plate to be issued beginning 7/1/77. The plate is to be
used for four years and validated annually with a birthrnonth/
expiration date sticker and a county name sticker.
l'f!:'."Sonalized, llP, NG, oma teur radio, "CD"· radio, and armed
forces radio plates are issued only to passenger vehicles;
regulation of single unit mobile home construction is
based on federal regulation; used motor vehicle dealers
are required to furnish a $5,000 bond while new car
dealers have the option of the $5,000 bond or furnishing
a financial statement showing a net worth of $20,000;
fees for motor vehicle dealer licenseG are: initial appli�
cation $25; renewal application $10; supplemental license $5.
D.

Effect on Present Situation:

The issuance of the alphanumeric plate will be ph<.1sed-in
beginning 7 /1/77 and fully implemented by 6/30/80. 'l'he phasin�-in
implementation period allows the DHS & HV to co1aplete the
manufacture of the total n�ilier of tags needed for the initial
issuance and to eliminate manufacture of 1974 replacement plates.
The metal license plate will be changed from a four-year plate
to one \•Tith graphic symbol and of "indefinite life." An
indefinite life plate is anticipated to eliminate mass manufacture
and mass issuance entirely. The condition of the license plate
will be determined at the time of the annual motor vehicle
inspection, and will also be subject to law enforcement inspection.
'rhe county name will be imprinted in the plate in lieu of attaching
a county name sticKer. The new definitions clarify definitiom,·
set out in 1975.
This bill extends the issuance of persono.lized, HP, NG, amateur
radio, "CO" and armed forces radio plates to recreationv.l
vehicles and pickup trucks. DHSHV is given st1.1tutory authority
to �equire new and used recreational vehicles, vans converted
to recreational vehicles, and used mobile homes to comply with
reasonable safety construction s tandards. The motor vehicle
dealer bond is mandatory for all dealers, is set at $5,000, and
is made in favor of the retail customer. The option of a financial
statement is deleted. There also is the additional requirement of
an official credit report. Some of the corrections in obsolete
language date back to 1925.
---------------------
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III.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
Economic Impact:
A.

Yes x

No

Economic Impact on the Public:

The indefinite life plate and the phased in issuance of
alphanumeric plates will l1ave little, if any, direct impact.
l\mateur radio and "CIJ" radio plates arc :i.ssu8d on n regular
tax basis; however, an additional $1 and $5, respectively,
is charged for manufacturing and handling. The $1 fee
for amateur radio plate is increased to $5. The armed forces
plate created is on a regular tax basis plus a $5 manufacturing
and handling fee.
The greatest economic �npact will be directly upon the
industry since the dealer license fees are increased
as follows: initial application from $25 to $100; renewal
applications from $10 to $25; supplemental licenses from $5
to $10. The surety bond requirement is set at
$5,000,
. the premium for which should average
These increases are 1c1ade 2. t th2 request
$50 per year.',
of the industry, \•;ith the concurrence of the DIIS&MV \·1hich
feels it will give the consumer maximum protection in a
fjcld where the retail customer is almost wholly dependent
on the integrity of the industry. The creation of a license
for manufacturers of van converters will impact approximately
12 firms who will be licensed Q $100 each.
D.

Fiscal Impact on Impl<:!ment_in_CJ or Enforcing Agency:

•

1. The phasing in 0£ the alphanumeric issuance elirnin,c1tes
the necessity for the manuEacturing of approximately l.B
million replace�2nt tags ilt an estimated s,c1vings of
$Ci75,000 ("75 cents per plate).
2. Imprinting of the county name in the plate Hill result
in a savings the first year of $473,000 ($498,000 - a one-tine
cost of $25,000 for dies tc imprint county names). In
subsequent years, savings will be determined by the number
of replacement tags issued ($.06 per sticker per plate)_
3. Overall savings in an eight year period from an
"indefinite life" plate will be $5,570,480 or an annual
savings of $696,310 annually.
4. Making the costs for handling amateur radio tags conform
to the handling of other special plates will show an
increase in fees for General Revenue as follows: amateur
tags for 1976-77 3,787 x $4 = $15,168.
5. The following table indicates the additional revenue
that would be realized from the fee increases required in the bill:
Tl\OLE B
cense TYE_e

Quantity

Current Fee

Proposed Fee

Additional Revenue

6,203

$10

$25

$ 93,045

851

5

10

4,225

290

5

25

tomobile Dealers
new and used)
in dealer lots
pplemental lots
Jile 6ome Dealers
>plemental lots

5,800
TOTAL
$103,070
�E: Attached Exhibit A for Cost comparison Related to Indefinite Life Pl�te)

IV.

COMNENTS:
Status:

on G/2/77 on House Calendar Unfinished business,
with Amendment pending.
6/3/77 Senate concurred in House Amendments;
passed as amended.

Favorable with
COMMITTEE ACTION: 1. 5 amendments

DATE:'
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SENATE
STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC STATEMENT
)
Transportation Comm. (Flournoy

2.
3. ------

Amend. or cs Attached
Bill No. and Sponsor:
SB 53S

Senate Transportation Ccmni.ttee
(1)

(2)

(3)

Subject: Revision, Chapter 320; rrotor
vehicle license plates;
dealer licensing.

REFERENCES: rransport.ation; Cornrerce: Finance, Taxation & Claims
I. SUM.MARY

II;

This bill as amended, provides for: (1) a phased in issuance
of. the alphanumeric license plate beginning 7/1/77 and the full
completion of such implementation by 6/30/80; (2) an "indefinite
life" license plate with county name and graphic symbol imprinted;
(3) a clarification of the "registration period" and renewal
period for vehicle registration; (4) personalized HP,NG , amateur radio,
CB radio, and armed forces plates for recreational vehicles and
certain trucks; (5) establishing safety standards on used mobile
homes and recreational vehicles; (6) increased automobile
dealer's surety bond; (7) increased fees for automobile dealer
licensing; (8) official credit report on applicant/dealer;
(9) criminal record check on initial dealer application; (10)
elimination of obsolete or redundant language; and, (11) redefines
mobile home manufacturer to include firms that convert van type
vehicles to recreational vehicles; (12) certain fee changes
are editorial only; (13) becomes effective upon becoming law.
PURPOSE
A.

Present Situation:

Chapter 320 provides for: a me tal alphanumeric license
plate to be issued beginning 7/1/77. The plate is to be
used for four years and validated annually with a birthmonth/
expiration date sticker and a county name sticker.
Personalized, HP, NG, amateur radio, "CB" radio, and armed
forces radio plates are issued only to passenger vehicles;
regulation of single unit mobile home construction is
based on federal regulation; used motor vehicle dealers
are required to furnish a $5,000 bond while new car
dealers have the option of the $5,000 bond or furnishing
a financial statement showing a net worth of $20,000;
fees for motor vehicle dealer license,; are: initial appli�
cation $25; renewal application $10; supplemental license $5.
B.

Effect on Present Situation:

The issuance of the alphanumeric plate will be phased-in
beginning 7/1/77 and fully implemented by 6/30/80. The phasing-in
implementation period·allows the DHS & MV to comple te the
manufacture of the total number of tags needed for the initial
issuance and to eliminate manufacture of 1974 replacement plates.
The metal license plate will be changed from a four-year plate
to one with graphic symbol and of "indefinite life." An
indefinite life plate is anticipated to eliminate mass manufacture
and mass issuance entirely. The condition of the license plate
will be determined at the time of the annual motor vehicle
inspection, and will also be subject to law enforcement inspection.
The county name will be imprinted in the plate in lieu of attaching
a county name sticker. The new definitions clarify definitions
set out in 1975.
This bill extends the issuance of personalized, HP, NG , amateur
radio, "CB" and armed forces radio plates to recreational
vehicles and pickup trucks. DHSMV is given statutory authority
to require new and used recreational vehicles, vans converted
to recreational vehicles, and used mobile homes to comply with
reasonable safety construction standards. The motor vehicle
dealer bond is increased to $25,000 and is made in favor of
the retail customer. The option of a financial statement is
deleted. There also is the additional requirement of a criminal
report and an official credit report. Some of the corrections
in obsolete lr1na11nnP 0:a-t-<> h:,�1, ... � , n"">C
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III.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
Economic Impact:

No

Yes x

Economic ImE_act on the Public:

A.

The indefinite life plate and the phased in issuance of
alphanumeric plates will have little, if any, direct impact.
l\mateur radio and "CB" radio plates are issued on a regular
tax basis; however, an additional $1 and $5, respectively,
is charged for manufacturing and handling. The $1 fee
for amateur radio plate is increased to $5. The armed forces
plate created is on a regular tax basis plus a $5 manufacturing
and handling fee.
The greatest economic impact will be directly upon the
industry since the dealer license fees are increased
as follows: initial application from $25 to $100; renewal
applications from $10 to $25; supplemental licenses from $5
to $10. The surety bond requirement is increased from
$5,000 to $25,000, the premium for which should average
$ 2 50 per year. 'l'hese increases are made at the regues t
of the industry, with the concurrence of the DHS&l1V which
feels it will give the consumer maximum protection in a
field where the retail customer is almost wholly dependent
on the integrity of the industry. The creation of a license
for manufacturers of van converters will impact approximately
12 firms who will be licensed@ $100 each.
B.

Fiscal Impact on Implementing or Enforcing Agency:

1. The phasing in of the alphanumeric issuance eliminates
the necessity for the manufacturing of approximately 1.8
million replacement tags at an estimated savings of
$675,000 (75 cents per plate).
2. Imprinting of the county name in the plate will result
in a savings the first year of $473,000 ($498,000 - a one-time
cost of $25,000 for dies to imprint county names). In
subsequent years, savings will be determined by the number
of replacement tags issued ($.06 per sticker per plate)
3. Overall savings in an eight year period from an
"indefinite life" plate will be $5,570,480 or an annual
savings of �696,310 annually.
4. Baking the costs for handling amateur radio tags conform
to the handling of other special plates will show an
increase in fees for General Revenue as follows: amateur
tags for 1976-77 3,787 x $4 = $15,168.
5. The following table indicates the additional revenue
that would be realized from the fee increases required in the bill:
TABLE B
License TYJ2.e

Quantity

Current Fee

Pro.eased Fee

Additional Revenue

6,203

$10

$25

$ 93,045

851

5

10

4,225

290

5

25

�utomobile Dealers
(new and used)
•lain dealer lots
,upplernental lots
�obile Horne Dealers
;upplernental lots

5,800
TOTAL
$103,070
;SEE: Attached Exhibit A for Cost Comparison Related to Indefinite Life PlGte)
IV.

COMMENTS
None.

DATE:

· April 18, 1977
(REVISED)
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Amend. or CS Attached L--··
Bill No. and Sponsor:

Subject:

SB 535

Motor Vehicles

Committee on Transportation

REFERENCES: Transportation; Commerce; Finance, Taxation, and Claims
I.

BILL SUMl"!ARY:

Major revision of motor vehicle licensing chapter. Provides
for phased in issuance of alphanumeric license plates.
Authorizes "indefinite life" license plates with county
name and graphic symbol imprinted. Clarifies registration
and renewal periods. Provides for personalized HP, NG,
amateur radio, CB radio and armed forces radio plates for
recreational vehicles and certain trucks. Establishes
safety standards for used mobile homes and recreational
vehicles. Increases automobile dealer's surety bond.
·· Increases fees for automobile dealer licensing. Requires
official credit report on applicant/dealer. Requires
__
c_r�iminal record _c1?eck��nitial__de_aler application_.__ _
Allows dealers 15 days to obtain inspection stickers on vehicles
held in inventory. Redefines mobile home manufacturer to include
firms that convert van type vehicles to recreational vehicles.
PURPOSE:

II.

A.

Present Situation:

Chapter 320 currently provides that metal alphanumeric license
plates are to be issued beginning 7/1/77. These plates
are to be used for four years and validated annually with
a birthmonth expiration date sticker and a county name
sticker.
Personalized HP, NG, amateur radio, CB radio, and armed
forces radio plates are issued only to passenger vehicles.
Federal regulations control single unit mobile home con
struction.
Used motor vehicle dealers are required to furnish a
$5,000 bond or a showing of a net worth of $20,000.
Fees for motor vehicle dealer licenses are $25 for the
initial application, $10 for a renewal, and $5 for a
supplemental license.
e;

Effect on Present Situation:

Issuance of alphanumeric plates would be phased in beginning
7/1/77 and fully implemented by 6/30/80. License plates
would have "indefinite life" rather than four years.
The condition of the plate would be determined at the annual
inspection and would be subject to law enforcement
inspection. County names would be imprinted instead of attach
ing a county name sticker.
Issuance of personalized radio plates would be extended to
recreational vehicles and pickup trucks. The Highway Safety
Department would be given authority to require new and
use� recreational vehi� les, vans converted to recrea tionc_tl
-.
�.
.r,
p,, "i? .
veh�es, and used mobile homes to meet safety construction
�,
I!\
st�n:aards.
J
�-' .,
:\;:R :�;j .U: The=i'notor vehicle dealer bond would be increased to $25,000
and would only be available to retail customers. The
option of a financial statement is deleted. A criminal
st::: .i'�
'report and an official credit report would also be required.

i° ' . . .
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•
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Dealers would have 15 days to obtain inspe�tion stickers on
vehicles held in inventory.
III.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
Economic Impact:
A.

Yes X

No

Economic Im.e_act on the Public:

The indefinite life plate and the phased in issuance of
alphanumeric plates would have little, if any, direct impact.
Amateur radio and CB radio plates are issued on a regular
tax basis; however, an additional $1 and $5, respectively,
is charged for manufacturing and handling. The $1 fee for
amateur radio plates would be increased to $5. The armed
forces plate created is on a regular tax basis plus a $5
manufacturing and handling fee.
The greatest economic impact would be directly upon the
industry since the dealer license fees are increased
as follows: initial application from $25 to $100; renewal
applications from $10 to $25; supplemental licenses from $5
to $10. The surety bond requirement is increased from
$5,000 to $25,000, the premium for which should average
$250 per year. The creation of a license for manufacturers
of van converters will impact approximately 12 firms who will
be licensed at $100 each.
B.

Fiscal Impact on Implementing or Enforcing Agency:

1. The phasing in of the alphanumeric issuance would
eliminate the necessity for the manufacturing of approximately
1.8 million replacement tags at an estimated savings of
$675,000 (75 cents per plate.)
2. Imprinting of the county name in the plate would result
in a savings the first year of $473,000 ($498,000 - a one-time
cost of $25,000 for dies to imprint county names.) In
subsequent years, savings would be determined by the number
of replacement tags issued ($.06 per sticker per plate.)
3. Overall savings in an 8-year period from an ''indefinite
life" plate would be $5,570,480 or an annual savings of
$696,310 annually.
4. Making the costs for handling amateur radio tags
conform to the handling of other special plates would show
an increase in fees for General Revenue of $15,168.
5.
The following table indicates the additional revenue
that would be realized from the fee increases required in
the bill:
TABLE B
License T�

Quantity

Current Fee

Proposed Fee

Additional Rev.

Automobile Dealers
(new and used)
Main dealer lots
Supplemental lots

6,203

$10

$25

$93,045

851

5

10

4,225

25

5,800

TOTAL

$103,070

Mobile Home Dealers
Supplemental lots

290

5

See attached Exhibit A for Cost Comparison Related to Indefinite
Life Plate

Dl\.TE:

.i\pril_l, 1977
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COMMI'l"IEE ACTION : l. ______

SENATE
STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC STATEMENT
Transportation Comm. (Flournoy
)
Amend. or
ill No. and Sponsor:
SB 535
REFERENCES:
I.

Senate Transportation Co.7mlittee

2. -----3.

cs

------

Attached

Subject: Revision, O'lapter 320; notor
vehicle license plates;
dealer licensing.

rransportation; Comrerce; Finance, Taxation & Claims

SUMMARY
This bill provides for: (1) a phased-in issuance of the alpha
numeric license plate beginning 7/1/77 and the full
completion of such implementation by 12/31/78; (2) an
"indefinite life'' license plate with county name imprinted;
(3) a clarification of the "registration period" and
"renewal period" for vehicle registration; (4) personalized
HP, NG, amateur radio, CB radio, and armed forces plates
for recreational vehicles and certain trucks; (5) establish
ing safety standards on used mobile homes and recreational
vehicles; (6) increased automobile dealer's surety bond;
(7) increased fees for automobile dealer licensing;
(8) official credi t report on applicant/dealer; (9) criminal
record check on initial dealer application; (10) elimina
tion of obsolete or redundant language; and , (11) certain
fee changes are editorial only.

II�

PURPOSE
A.

Present Situation:

Chapter 320 provides for: a metal alphanumeric license
plate to be issued beginning 7/1/77. The plate is to be
used for four years and validated annually with a birthmonth/
expiration date sticker and a county name sticker.
Personalized, !IP, NG, am ateur radio, "CB" radio, and armed
forces radio plates are issued only to passenger vehicles;
regulation of single unit mobile home construction is
based on federal regulation; used motor vehicle dealers
are r0quired to furnish a $5,000 bond while new car
dealers have the option of the $5,000 bond or furnishing
a financial statement showing a net worth of $20,000;
fees for motor vehicle dealer licenses are: initial appli
cation $25; renewal application $10; supplemental license $5.
B.

Effect on Present Situation:

The issuance of the alphanumeric plate will be phased-in
beginning 7/1/77 and fully implemented by 12/31/78.
The phasing-in implementation period allows the DHS&IW
to complete the manufacture of the total number of tags
needed for the initial issuance and to eliminate manufacture
of 1974 replacement plates between 7/1/77 and 12/31/77.
The metal license· plate will be changed from a four-year
plate to one of "indefinite life." An indefinite life plate
is anticipated to eliminate mass manufacture and mass issuance
entirely. The condition of the license plate will be
determined at the time of the annual motor vehicle inspection,
and will also be subject to law enforcement inspection. 'l'he
county name will be imprinted in the plate in lieu of attachicg
a county name sticker. The new definitions clarify definitions
set out in 1975.
This bill extends the issuance of personalized, HP, N G ,
amateur radio, "CB" and armed forces radio plates to recrea
tional vehicles and pickup trucks. DHSMV is given statutory
authority to require new and used recreational vehicles and
used mobile homes to comply with reasonable safety construction
standards. The motor vehicle dealer bond is increased to
$25,000 and is made in favor of the retail customer. The
option of a financial statement is deleted. There also is the
additional requirement of a criminal report and an official

_,_
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credit report. Some of the corrections in obsolete language
date back to 1925.
III.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERJ\'l'IONS:
Economic Impact:
A.

Yes x

No

Economic ImEact on the Public:

The indefinite life plate and the phased in issuance of
alphanumeric plates will have little, if any, direct impact.
l\mateur radio and "CB" radio plates are issued on a regular
tax basis; however, an additional $1 and $5, respectively,
is charged for manufacturing and handling. The $1 fee
for amateur radio plate is increased to $5. The armed forces
plate created is on a regular tax basis plus a $5 manufacturing
and handling fee.
The greatest economic impact will be directly upon the
industry since the dealer license fees are increased
as follows: initial application from $25 to $100; renewal
applications from $10 to $25; supplemental licenses from $5
to $10. The surety bond requirement is increased from
$5,000 to $25,000, the premium for which should average
$250 per year. These increases are made at the request
of the industry, with the concurrence of the DHS&l1V which
feels it will give the consumer maximum protection in a
field where the retail customer is almost wholly dependent
on the integrity of the industry.
B.

Fiscal Impact on Implementing or Enforcing Agency:

1. The phasing in of the alphanumeric issuance eliminates
the necessity for the manufacturing of approximately 1.8
million replacement tags at an estimated savings of
$675,000 (75 cents per plate).
2. Imprinting of the county name in the plate will result
in a savings the first year of $473,000 ($498,000 - a one-time
In
cost of $25,000 for dies· to imprint county names).
subsequent years, savings will be determined by the number
of replacement tags issued ($.06 per sticker per plate)
3. Overall savings in an eight year period from an
"indefinite life" plate will be $5,570,480 or an annual
savings of $696,310 annually.
4. Making the costs for handling amateur radio tags conform
to the handling of other special plates will show an
increase in fees for General Revenue as follows: amateur
tags for 1976-77 3,787 x $4 = $15,168.
5. The following table indicates the additional revenue
that would be realized from the fee increases required in the bill:
TABLE B
License TY.Ee

Quantity

Current Fee

ProE_osed Fee

Additional Revenue

6,203

$10

$25

$ 93,045

851

5

10

4,225

290

5

25

Automobile Dealers
(new and used)
Main dealer lots
Supplemental lots
Hob� � Home Dealers
Supplemental lots

5,800
TOTAL
$103,070
(SEE: Attached Exhibit A for Cost Comparison Related to Indefinite Life Pli:'te)
IV.

COMMENTS
None.

Table

A

Fiscal
Year

co:1PARISON OF FOUR YE,\R TAG TO INDEfn:ITE TAG FOR A� EIG,[T YE;,:\ ?ERIOD
1/31/77
Indefinite Ta9: Costs

Four Year Tag Costs

=
=
=

6,225,000
,;98,000
498,000

=

=
=

409,920
1,350,000
108,000
108,000

Revalidation@ .06¢
@ .75¢
Tags
Dirth Month @ .06¢
Revalidation@.�06¢

=
=
=
=

426,300
1,404,000
112,320
li2,320

Revalidation@
Tags
@
Birth Month @
Revalidation@

.06¢
.75¢
.06¢
.06¢

=
=
=
=

4,13,3,;o
1,460,250
116,820
116,820

7,684,000
·*2,025,000
2,025,000
2,025,000

Revalidation@
@
Tags
Birth Month G
Revalidation@

.06¢
.75¢
.06¢
.06¢

=
=
=
=

560,160
1,518,750
121,500
121,500

48'1,320
1,518,750
121,500
121,500

7,997,000
*2,106,000
2,106,000
2,106,000

Revalidation@
Tass
@
Birth Month @
Revalidation@

.06¢
.75¢
.06¢
.06¢

=
=
=
=

47'1,•�60
1,579,500
126,360
126,360

503,700
1,579,500
126,3GO

8,311,000
·*2,190,000
2,190,000
2,190,000

Revalidation@
Tac;s
@
Birt� Month @
Revalidation@

.06¢
.75¢
.06¢
.06¢

1977-78

8,300,000 Tags
@ .75¢ =
8,300,000 Co�nty Designation Decals@ .06¢ =
8,300,000 Revalidation
@ .06¢ -

6,225,000
498,000
498,000

1978-79

6,832,000
1,800,000
1,800,00
1,800,000

Revalidation
@ .06¢
Tags
@ .75¢
County Desgination Decals@ .06¢
Revalidation
@ .06¢

=
=
=
=

409,920
1,350,000
108,000
108,000

6,832,000
·* 1,800,000
1,800,00
1,600,000

Revalidation@
Tags
@
Birth Month @
Revalidation@

.06¢
.75¢
.06¢
.06¢

1979-80

7,105,000
1,872,000
1,872,000
1,872,000

Revalidation
@ .06¢
@ .75¢
Tags
County Designation Decals@ .06¢
@.. 06¢
Revalidation

=
=
=
=

426,300
1,404,000
112,320
112,320

7,105,000
_,.,1,872,000
1,872,000
1,872,000

1980-81

7,389,000
1,947,000
1,947,000
1,947,000

Revalidation
@ .06¢
@ .75¢
Tags
County Designation Decals@..06¢
@ .06¢
Revalidation

=
=
=
=

443,340
1,460,250
116,820
116,820

7,389,000
·*l,947,000
l,9�7,000
1,947,000

1981-82

@ .75¢
9,709,000 Tags
9,709,000 County Designation Decals@.. 06¢
@ .06¢
9,709,000 Revalidation

=
=
=

7,002,000
560,160
560,160

1982-83

8,072,000
2,025,000
2,025,000
2,025,000

Revalidation
@ .06¢
@ .75¢
Tags
County Dcsgination Decals@ .06¢
@ .06¢
Revalidation

=
=
=
=

1983-84

8,395,000
2,106,000
2,106,000
2,106,000

@ .06¢
Revalidation
@ .75¢
Tags
County Designation Decals@ .06¢
@ .06¢
Revalidation

=

* .Includes a 4% growth factor for each year.

=

=
=

126,350
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@ .75¢
8,300,000 Tag,;
8,300,000 Birth Month @ .06¢
8,300,000 Revalidation@ .06¢

=

=
=
=
=

498,660
1,642,500
131,400
131,400

Table· A(Pa_g_e 2)

198<:-85

8,731,000
2,190,000
2,190,000
2,190,000

G .06¢
Revalidation
Tags
@ .75¢
County Designation Decals @ .06¢
@ •• 06¢
Revalidation

TOTAL

523,860
1,642,500
131,400
131,400
28,522,560

8,643,000
* 2,278,000
2,276,000
2,276,000
Die Costs

Rev�lidation@
,ags
@
Birth Month @
Revalidation@

5,570,480 Difference

* Includes a 4% grcwt:h factor for each year.
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.06¢
.75¢
.06¢
.06¢

=
=
=
=

518,580
1,708,500
136,680
136,680
25,000
22,952,080

April 25, 1977
KEY POINTS -- SB 535
The provisions of this bill include:
1.

Motor vehicle license Elates:
Provides for phased issuance of alpha numeric
license plates, beginning 7/1/7 7 and fully implemented
by 6/30/80.
(b) Authorized "indefinite life" metal license plates
with county name and graphic symbol imprinted in
lieu of current "4 year" metal plate with county
name sticker.
(c) Clarifies and redefines"registration period" and
"renewal period."
(d) Authorizes expansion of issuance of special
license plates to include trucks up to 5,000 lbs.
and recreational vehicles.

(a)

2.

Motor vehicle dealer licensin�:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

3.

Mobile home dealers licenses:
(a)

4.

Provides for recreational vehicle dealer to be
licensed in the same manner and with similar
bonding and licensing fee requirement as mobile
home dealers.

Mobile home manufacturers:
(a)

5.

Increases surety bond from $5,000 to $25,000
in favor of retail customer. Average premium
at $250.
Requires an official credit report and a criminal
report.
Licensing fees were increased: initial application
from $25 to $100; renewal application from $10
to $25; supplemental license application from $5
to $10.
Allows dealer 15 days to obtain inspection on
vehicles held in inventory.

Establishes safety standards for new and used
mobile homes, recreational vehicles and vans
converted to recreational vehicles.

ReEeals redundant sections.

April 19, 1977
KEY POINTS - SB 535
Senate Transportation Committee
1. Phased issuance of the current 4-year plate to an "indefinite
life" alphanumeric license plate beginning 7/1/77, or immediately
upon this act becoming law (DHSMV is out of money and replacement
tags; therefore, urgently need authority to start issuing the
2S. million alphanumeric tags that have been manufactured and
are qathering dust at Raiford). rhase-in will continue throuqh
6/30/79; full implementation to be completed by 6/30/80.
Graphic symbol and county name will be imprinted on plates
manufactured after the effective date of this legislation.
Imprinting the county name will save the first year $473,000.
The "indefinite life" plate is expected to eliminate entirely
mass issuance and bulk manufacture of plates will result in
expected savings of $5,570,480 over an eight year period;
condition . of l�cense J?lates will be determined during annual
motor vehicle inspection.
.--1
©
\]
.
'·
2. New definitions clarify Registration Period and renewal
rlu edhY
rep ro � . �C• 1111ES
period to clearly show that deadline for renewal is midnight
r r,..
on the birthday. Administrative misinterpretations arising
FLORIOP.. SfP.. �OF 5,,\IE
out of the passage of SB-49 (1975).
0£.PAKfMEN 81.J\lO N">
R- /\. (;KA I 32399-0250
3. Expands issuance of personalized handicapped persons,
see, fl
,a\\::ihas
· / </' carto n�
National Guard, Amateur Radio, Citizen Band Radio, and
series�
Armed Forces Radio plates to include assignment to pickup
trucks and Recreational Vehicles. Increasing the Amateur
Radio plate handling from $1 to $5 to conform with other
special plates will generate $15,168 for GR (based on 3,787
tags issued in 1976).

®�

_s-:o:S:-

4. DHSMV is given authority to establish reasonable safety
standards on new and used mobile homes; Recreational vehicles
and vans converted to recreational vehicles. HUD mandates
safety controls to the states on new single dwelling mobile
homes.
5. The motor vehicle dealer license fees are increased
(initial application $10-$25; renewal $5-$10; supplemental
$5) = $103,070 to GR) and the surety bond is increased from
$5,000 to $25,000(average premium $250 annually) at the
request and concurrence of the industry, and DHSMV. The
option for new car dealers to submit a financial statement
in lieu if a bond is deleted due to 155 franchised dealers,
out of 1,826 licensed in 1976,going out of business in 1976.
The bond is in favor of retail customer.
6. The whole chapter was addressed in an effort to remove
obsolete language.

